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''Let nu^ sho
how to add

POWER

to your
speechr*
Si

"Learning to speak effectively is a marvelous achieve
ment .. . and it's amazing how that ability, which you
cultivate in Toastmasters, can move you quickly toward
your personal goals."

So says Earl Nightingale — a man who has successfully
communicated his thoughts and observations on selfdevelopment for years through his many broadcasts and
speeches. Now, in cooperation with Toastmasters Inter
national, he unlocks his secrets of adding this same kind of
power to your next speech.

In six cassettes, Toastmasters brings youl
essentials tor adding strength to your ip
performance:

• Speak With Strength and Effectlvensst

No matter what your learning objectives are — to think

and act decisively... to persuade others to agree with you
.. . or simply to conquer the fear of addressing large or
small groups — Toastmasters' Communicate What You
Think can help you.

• Creating the Message
• One Idea At a Time

• Don't Underestimate Your Audience

• Speak In the Language of Your Audlanct
• Keeping Things In Order
• Preparing a Talk
• Visual Aids

• Stay Tuned for Feedback

It's all here... acomplete speaking package.So whether
you order one for yourself or for your entire club, the
important thing is to order it now. After all, there's no time
to lose when It comes to your self-development.

Toastmasters International
2200 N. Grand Ave.
P.O. Box 10400

• Who Do You Think You're Talking to?
• Controlled Relaxation

• Speak From the Other Side

• On Preparing a Meeting
• AND MUCH MOREI

Yes — please send me

set(8) of

Communicate What You Think.

Santa Ana, CA 92711

The complete six-cassette package comessi
attractive binder for just $36.00 ($50.00 for

non-members) plus $1.00 shipping chargw
inside the United States or $1.50 for sfiipma
Canada. Mexico and overseas. (California
residents add 6% sales tax.)
NAME

□ I prefer to pay now. My check or monayt
CLUB NO.

DIST. NO.

for $

^

is enclosed. (Non-me

must send a check or money order wiifit
order.)

ADDRESS

Please bill me.
Club No

CITY
STATE/PROVINCE

COUNTRY

District No.

ZIP.

□ No, I do not wish to order. But send men
information on Toastmasters Internatlon,
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For years, the gave/ has been a
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concerned with running effective business
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Letters
Now, Where Were We?
An article in your August issue is
having a profound effect upon my life.
I'd have written sooner, but the maga
zine had been lost amongst the other
papers in my office . . . until a couple
days ago.
"Ten Principles for Organizing Your
Desk and Your Paperwork" has an

article about her, as was the Don
Rickles article and cover. However, a
similar content analysis of the same

intent of The Toastmaster Mac

issues would show an overwhelming

Please recommend to the authosj

majority of stories based on real-life

similar articles in the future that I

successful people had male subjects
. .. and, thus, photos of the subjects.
A picture is worth a thousand

submit them to Time or Neu;su;edct
publication.

provided equal space for women, has

an inclination to "pile things up," and
should be a beacon of light shining
through the gloomy mess.
So far, my attempt to apply all ten
principles has been but modestly
successful, but a glimmer of im
provement is ample encouragement.
My sincere thanks to author Merrill E.
Douglass,and to The Toasfmasfer for
a very appropriate, useful and signifi
cant guide.
Keep up the great job!

not presented them in a confident light
in relation to men, and has continued

to perpetrate the myth of inferiority,
despite good intentions to the
contrary.

An organization that is composed of

both sexes deserves a magazine that
gives each a positive image.
Varda R. Murrell

Los Angeles, California

Merritt F. Malvern

...Or Less?

Buffalo, New York

Let me register my objection to the
February article, "Women At the
Top." The subtle endorsement of the

The following is meant as construc
tive criticism, designed to improve
Toastmasters and The Toastmaster

Magazine.
This morning I made a content
analysis of the 14 issues of The Toastmaster that I have received since

joining. The analysis was based upon
illustrations(photos or drawings)used

take exception to it.
Now, as you have provided a back
door forum for those who either

champion or support ERA and femi
nism, will we readers have an oppor
tunity to peruse the opposition?
The article speaks of "sex barriers"

and "the stereotypes that go with
them." I suggest that the author, The

the choice of the sex of the person was
arbitrary. I am enclosing my work
sheets for your study.
• Illustrations showing men only: 68
• Illustrations showing
women only:
7
• Illustrations showing men and

Toastmaster Magazine and the
"women at the top" take a look at the

6

Of the two covers showing women
alone, they did not generate con
fidence. In most illustrations of men

and women together, women were in
an inferior role — either as secretary,
background figure, or passive. The
man was in the spotlight, the active
commanding figure.
I did not include in this survey such
items as the Barbara Walters cover,
since choice was dictated by the

Milwaukee, Wiscc
But Arizona IS His Home!

If I had heard LilyB Moskafst
duction for Robert T. McCall("It's
Pleasure to Introduce. .

stereotyped "male chauvinist" or the

more insulting "male chauvinist pig."
Both epithets are imposed on any man
regardless how sincere or well-

founded his objections may be to the
rising preference for women in order
to comply with "affirmative action."

Feb

1978), 1 probably never would

paid attention to anything she
after "Arizona is now home for he
his wife. ..."

Bad grammar can ruin an introc,
tion as effectively as stupid joke

would be far better for a speaka
first concentrate on good granr
before he concerns himself ii

flowery phrases.
Raymond G. Joft
Libertyville,

feminist movement has no place in
The Toastmaster Magazine, and I

to accompany written material where

women together:

Paul F.

words. The Toastmaster has not

important message for those of us with

More...

appears immediately out of place
I believe you have abused thei

We Need Your Help!
According to recent statislifl
compiled by the California-

National Stuttering Project
there are over two million std
terers in the UnitedStatesalom

In view of the enormity of tla
problem. The Toastmaster
currently preparing an in-depi

article on stuttering (its chum
and so-called cures) and ask

C(1

kil
Rti

that those Toastmasters

se:

any expertise or personal expsn
ence in this area to please gen

It

touch with World Headquarter!
Publications Department

th(
yoi

soon as possible.

I must ask what value does the
article have to a Toastmaster? Did it

Edi;i] To

have anything to do with listening,
thinking or speaking? Was I instructed
in how to organize or research, re
hearse or condense material? Truly,

As

what was there of value to a Toast-

foul

All letters are printed on the basis ojl/ieir
reader interest and constructive sugges o
you have something to say that may be lor l
to other Toastmasters, please sertd ii lo
letters are subject to editing for reQSons(

master, male or female? Compare it to
the articles by LilyB Moskal or Viki L.

and clarity and must include the write'

Hurst in the same issue and the article

and address.•
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heW^lSeelt

by Durwood E.English,DTM,International President

gazir
lorsi

come a*'TotarToastiiiaster
"Any job worth doing is worth doing well."

How many times have you heard that? if your childhood was anything like
mine, it was probably one of the many slogans and truisms your mother

B San

constantly tried to instill in you to help you make it through those rough
adolescent years. It's been many years since my mother told me that, but
somehow the importance of what it says is still there, and I've tried to take it
to heart in all of my activities in life, including Toastmasters.
What's this have to do with Toastmasters? Let's do some minor editing so
the phrase will suit our purposes a little better. It now reads like this: //you
are going to be a Toastmaster, ivhy not become a "Total" Toastmaster by
talcing part in all the things Toastmasters has to offer?
What exactly do I mean by a"Total"Toastmaster? I'm talking about your
responsibility to your club, your area, your district, to International — the

responsibility you assumed when you became a member of the

Toastmasters organization to uphold its ideals and goals. But most of all, I'm
talking about your responsibility to the most important person in
Toastmasters . .. you.
Now, what exactly does it take to become a Total Toastmaster? Think

about it for a minute, and then answer these questions.

Do you attend your club meetings regularly? Speak when assigned to the
program from one of the two educational manuals? Give evaluations of

other members in the best manner you know how? These are some of the
basic requirements.

Do you extend your experience in communication by participating in area
and district events and activities? Do you enter speech contests? Take
advantage of the leadership training that our organization offers by serving
as a club, area or district officer, or as a committee chairman? These,too,
are important.

Finally, do you attend area and district training programs and
conferences, thereby expanding your communication and leadership

knowledge beyond what is available at the club level? What about your
Regional Conference? Do you take advantage of its valuable training
sessions not available on the club, area or district level, and the opportunity
it gives you to meet other Toastmasters who have the same goals as you do

-Toastmasters with many ideas and techniques to share? And what about
the International Convention — the ultimate Toastmasters experience? Are
you planning to attend?

There are, of course, many other things that go into the Total
Toastmaster that I haven't even touched on. But these few form the

foundation. Look at them not as responsibilities, but as personal challenges.
As a chance to achieve something great. To become total.
Yes, being a Toastmaster does not just mean going to your club meeting
and giving a speech. This is only the beginning of what our organization has
:o offer. So why not move out beyond your membership. Expand your
horizons. Become a Total Toastmaster! ■
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People
Denver Woman Researches
Toastmasters for Ph.D.
Denver, CO — In the last "People"
section of the magazine (February
1978), we told you of a study that was
done on Toastmasters International

by Earl McCanna, a member of the
Smedley Chapter No. One in Santa
Ana, California. Well, it seems that
Earl isn't the only one who has been
studying the Toastmasters organi

program (over half of the members

Frischknecht offered some s

responding said that Toastmasters
training had been a deciding factor in
job advancement for them; 3) the
excellent learning climate in the club;
and 4) "autonomous adulthood,"

recommendations for improv

referring to the fact that the TI pro

for use in conjunction with club
ings; and for improvement in the
officer's training program. Wit
exception, TI had already beguncompleted — the necessary woA

gram adults are treated as adults, not
students.

Jacqueline Frischknecht, a teacher

• Those who participated in the
program not only were vocal, but were
also quick to point out weaknesses
and to suggest improvements. Their

in the Denver area and a member of

major concerns: a need for more

the Mile High Club 741-26, recently
completed a dissertation on TI for her
Ph.D. degree in speech communica
tion at the University of Denver, and
some of her findings were very in

specific information and simplification

zation.

of the manuals, and for improved
leadership training.
Based on this information. Dr.

teresting.

It all started in July of 1976 when Dr.

among them: the revision and

writing of both manuals; the de
ment of a leadership training pr

of a parliamentary procedure pr

each of these areas at the time
recommendation were made.

Why was Jackie so interested
doing her paper on Toastmastei
International?

"I have long been an advocate
learning by doing. I very muchap
ciate the practical approach in
ing, so long as it is well-rooted
theory. As a teacher and a librarian

Frischknecht invited some 1,596

became very aware of the spe

Toastmasters to participate in a re
search project concerning the educa
tional program of Toastmasters Inter

communication needs of my c
leagues. I therefore decided to i
something about speech commu
tion. After being introduced to TI
my major professor in gradual

national. These Toastmasters re

ceived questionnaires concerning
themselves and their perception of
TTs educational program. Of the 1,596
questionnaires sent, a total of 519

school, Dr. Frank E.X. Dance,

'f

were returned.

"The two major purposes of the
study," writes Jackie,"were to learn if
TI is successful in its goal of improving

i£-

"What did I learn from the

tency and performance of adults, and,
if so, what specific factors contribute

What did Jackie learn? Here are just
a few of the major points:

• Nearly all of the people surveyed
indicated that the sing/e most im

BRAILLE CLUB — Jim Iruin, educational vicepresident of(he First Braille Club 341-52 in Los

Angeles, California, explains the Toastmasters
"standard of excellence" to c/ub member Ann

Rush (at lectern), the other 25 active members

of the c/ub, and to the 20 distinguished guests
that af(ended a recent club part},/. "Good,

portant reason for the success of

capable people attract other good, capable

Toastmasters is the "learn by doing"

people of the same fine caliber," he told them.

approach used by all clubs. "Peer"

The club, u^hich meefs af the 6rai7/e /ns(t(u/e in

evaluation was also rated very high.
• In addition to the two primary
reasons for success,four other factors
of major importance were also men
tioned; 1) the opportunity for mem
bers to become involved in various

club activities; 2) the relevance of the

inil

from what seemed a veritable mo
tain of information is that Toa
masters are dedicated to and

to its success. And second, to deter
mine how to apply the results of the
cation education.

to work very well. I decided,therelo
to study it.
Toastmasters who participated in:
study? One inescapable fact to erne

the speech communication compe

study to academic speech communi

became very interested in TI's ecu

tional methodology, which appcan

Los Angeles, is one of thefew such c/ubs in all of
Toastmasters that is comprised almost totally/
of people with some kind of uisua/ handicap.
The amazing thing about this unique club is that
its members have /earned (o overcome the

limitations of visual impairment, which recen(/y

cerned about their organizatior
Many Toastmasters took thetima

write long comments on the questt
naires, several wrote letters, and
telephoned me their concerns

feelings about TI... Complaints u
voiced, suggestions for improved
were offered. But without excepi;
the prevailing attitude of Toastmas:
participating in the research was::

TI is indeed a very successful orji'
zation.

"The overwhelming consensus
Toastmasters about TI's educai:

earned them special recognition in a veterans'

program is well expressed by a

pub/ica(ion disfribu/ed in over 700 public and

fornia Toastmaster who exda

government buildings.

Toastmasters is super!'"
THE TOASTMi'i'

security prison in Newport, North
Carolina, there's something very
special about everyone involved.
This special group of Toastmasters
make up the membership of the New
Bern Club 2812-37, New Bern, North
Carolina. The four men who partici
pated in the program were inmates at
the Newport Prison.
According to W.J. Edwards, a
member of the club, contact was first
made by another member working
toward his DTM award. Jack Gibbert.
Mr. Gibbert, through his ministerial
duties, told the captain of the prison of
the Speechcraft program during one
of his visits. The captain was im
mediately interested, and even helped
recruit potential Speechcrafters

among his prisoners.
Ten men attended the first two

nor Howard Clark, DTM (right), and

It was during the time that Ed was
giving a tongue-in-cheek speech on

sessions, but only four stayed with the
program to completion. According to
Mr. Edwards, fear seems to have
played a part in the dropouts'failure to
continue, since they came until being
told that they would begin speaking at

istrofiye Lt. Governor Cbrisfos Graf-

how to find water that it was rationed

the next session.

tpou/os, DTM (center). Dr. Fischbeck,
ise fiue/y style of weather reporftng bos

in Marin County. Even though his talk

GEORGE — Dr. George Fischbeck (left),

residents will never forget the prob

t^ombuoyonf meteorologistfrom theKABCChannel 1 Eyeaiffness Neu^s team (Los

lems the drought caused. Neither will

s) is welcomed to Palm Springs and the

's Disfricf Fall Conference by District

Ed Sotelo.

ted make the conference a smashing

won him the runner-up spot in the
1976 District 57 Fall Speech Contest,

cess loifb bis inspiring speech,"If You Want
Succeed. Double Vour Failure Rate."

the subject had since lost all its humor
for Ed; it now was a very serious

ie him a favorite in fbe Los Angeles area,

k

situation.

As a result of some additional

Dtelo Displaces Incumbent
Water Board Election
Marin Count);, OA — Over the
urs, a great many people have
tdited whatever success they may
n achieved to their involvement in

Toastmasters program. Few,
jugh, have as strong a case as Ed
celo, ATM.

Ed, who currently serves as District
"s Area 9 governor, recently
aeved what some consider to be a

research he did, Ed became known as
somewhat of an "expert" on the
subject of water. Wherever he went in

the area, he was called upon to give his
"water locating" speech. But it wasn't
until after he became a director on the

Strawberry Community Council
(where he is a homeowner) and con

tinued his campaign to find better
ways to recycle water that he decided
to challenge the Sanitary District

SPEECHCRAFT — Terry Norton, one offour
inmates at North Carolina's Neiaporf Pnson fo
complete a recent Speechcraft program put on
by the New Bern Club 2812-37, is presented his
Speechcraft certificate by Jack Gibbert, ATM.
Mr. Gibbert was the club coordinator of the
program.

incumbents.

lor miracle in the political arena.He
placed an incumbent in a local
iter board election, and was the top
ite-getter in the Richardson Bay
jtary District election.

You already know the results. On
election day, 77 percent of the voters
who went to the polls selected Ed
Sotelo over the front-running in
cumbent, a six-year veteran of the

A member of two Toastmasters

board.

Newport, NC — There's nothing
very unusual about a club conducting
a Speechcraft program; hundreds do

Nevertheless, four did go on to
complete the training and are even
considering forming their own club at
the prison.
"This experience was most reward
ing to those of us who took part in the
program," said Edwards. "We saw
men who in the beginning could only
look down at the floor stand up and
look us in the eye and talk about
themselves. One Speechcrafter even
told us the complete details of how and
why he wound up in prison!
"We urge other clubs to look into

have almost alleviated the water

it every year. But when that program is

the possibility of similar Speechcraft

tion in California, Marin County

conducted for four men in a minimum

programs!" ■

8 (Mare Island Supervisors 2839'.Vallejo; Marin 890-57,San Rafael),
and his family are residents of
hern California's Marin County

ich, except for the unusually high
lunts of rainfall received earlier this

had experienced two years of
re drought. While these latest

filL 1978

A major victory for Ed ... and for
Toastmasters!

NC Club Goes Into Prison

With Speechcraft

For years, the gavel has been a traditionalsymbol ofpower to
concerned with running effective business meetings. But the truth
gavels are devoid of mystical powers, and no amount of rubbing or rapping will result ini
successful meeting unless careful preparation precedes that opening crack of wood on wc

/

Withth
Gavi

X

(OrH
to Conduct
Business Meefin
by Judy Osgood

"^"" he gavel," said the harried
president handing the

Jt carved wooden mallet to
his successor, "will help you keep
order during meetings, it works best
on knuckles and heads."

For years, the gavel has been a
symbol of the power wielded by organ
izational leaders. Ironically, the indi

vidual who plans carefully for a meet

ing rarely has to use it, while the one
who fails to plan usually finds that no
amount of pounding produces good

first is still in progress.{An example!
this would be asking someone!
gather facts to be presented at

results.

next meeting.) It only takes oj

The truth is, gavels are devoid of
mystical powers, and no amount of
rubbing or rapping will result in a
successful meeting unless careful
preparation precedes that opening

session for a new leader to disco

crack of wood on wood.

Meeting preparation is really a
continual process, since planning for
the second session begins while the

that minutes spent in planning
hours in the long run by elimir

unnecessary, do-nothing meetings.]
Begin With the Agenda

Whether the leader is president!
large organization or chairing a
committee, he or she is responsiblei
preparing a game plan for eachi
THE rOASTmH

[These are called agendas. They
he plays to be made and indicate
Ich team member will run each one.

leader who plans his agenda as
ally as Woody Hayes constructs

[game plan is on the way to com}a record of wins as impressive as
I State's.

<ost leaders will prepare two
das; a simple one for distribution
ngall the topics to be covered,and
etailed one for themselves, inilig a plan for guiding the discustand an estimate of how long each
[Son will take.

ake two copies of the agenda for
3ne. Mail the first so it will arrive

opportunity to spread out by grouping
the proper number of chairs in a circle.
The pioneers drew their wagons
into a circle for protection. Group

leaders do it to promote cohesiveness
by putting everyone on an equal
footing. When participants are seated
at a rectangular table, those at the
ends tend to dominate the meeting
while those on the corners make very
few contributions.

Everyone should have a hard sur
face to write on. If the group is too
large to sit at one table or several
pushed together, school chairs with
writing arms make good substitutes.
When neither alternative is available,
clipboards will do the job.
Pencils and paper should be pro

like all other social events, they're
more successful when the participants
experience a sense of belonging.
Warming Up
Since members who already know
each other will want to exchange

pleasantries when they arrive, the
experienced leader allows a little time
for catching up or getting acquainted
before the work begins.
Coffee served on arrival tends to

warm people up. Like many machines,
they seem to function better after

they've run on "idle" for awhile. Name
tags or name cards placed on the table
in front of each participant will facili
tate discussion by eliminating the

receive a copy of important resource

embarrassment of forgotten names.
In their book Effective Small Group
Communication, Ernest and Nancy
Bormann included the following exam
ple of underscoring the importance of

jWhy is this so important? Just ask

materials, such as proposed budgets.

the warm-up time:

I seven teachers who once met to

In addition, since it is far easier to

an for a workshop. The leader
omised them the meeting would be
t, but didn't ask them to bring
nggestions for speakers. Without
resource materials, they were
ed to pick speakers from a slim list
duced from memory, or call an-

remember, work with, and choose

tion seminar asked, 'How can you

from visible lists of items under con

justify wasting the company's time
socializing on the job?' To which

lit a week ahead of time; save the

ond to pass out at the meeting.The
:e copy gives the members lead
I for thinking about and research}the issues to be discussed.

vided; not all members will come

prepared. Each member should also

sideration, a chalkboard or easel
should be available for the group's use.
The leader should also check ahead

of time with anyone making a presen
tation to see if special equipment is

"One businessman in a communica

another executive answered, as we

would have,'How can you afford not
to?'"

So much more can be accomplished
when the participants know each
other and feel like part of the group.
If the group is one which will be
meeting many times, the Bormanns
also suggest that before the work

meeting. When no one on their

needed. Make a list of supplies needed

taccepted, they were forced to call a
ond meeting anyway.
Physical Preparations

for the meeting, and whenever tape
recorders, overhead projectors or
slide projectors are required, be sure

[If you have a choice of rooms,

to include an extension cord and

an attractive one that is well-

adapter.
Finally, don't assume that a room

begins each member should take a few

will be available. Reserve it and then

ntilated and free of noisy distrac8. When the weather's cold, make

minutes to introduce himself. In addi

ithe heat will be turned on. Small

confirm the reservation a day or two

tion to breaking the ice,that maneuver
gives each participant some insight

ups function better in small rooms,

ahead of time.

into the other's perspective.

jut targe rooms can be adapted for

Meetings, regardless of how we may

eruse if need be. Just eliminate the

feel about them,are social events. And

l(L1978

Once the coffee cups are drained,
the leader begins the active role of

facilitator. It is his or her responsi
bility to guide those present through
the agenda as rapidly and effectively as
possible.

The Guiding Light
While the leader will need to watch
for non-verbal cues that indicate a

quiet member wants to speak, and
occasionally bring the group back to
the right track with a comment like,

poi

' sue

The Leader^ Checklist

for Preparing a Meeting
Keep this handy checklist in mind the next time you're asked to run q
meeting. Simply put a check next to each of the steps listed beloLu. ..and

not need to make comments after

relax!

will suffice,except when the statement

Prepare agenda
Mail agenda to arrive a week in advance

rambles so much that a clarifying

Prepare a personal copy of agenda showing time allocated for each

summary is in order.

segment and plan for guiding discussion

every contribution. A nod of the head

Each step will be easier if all the
participants appreciate the impor
tance of the job they've been asked to
do. Since some of them may feel like
the politician who said, "It's time for
me to make a decision on something I

Ask individuals to make special presentations
Reserve room
Confirm reservation

Check room for heating and ventilation
Arrange for refreshments

Purchase name tags or name cards

know nothing about," it's best to begin

Contact members giving special presentations to determine special

by explaining the reason for the
meeting, and the need for them to
work together.
They may have been called to find a
solution to one problem or to several.
If only one, the leader's introduction

equipment needs

Arrange for additional copies of agenda, resource materials, and
paper and pencils for all group members
Arrange for a chalkboard or easel

Take a tape recorder, or arrange for a secretary or group memberto
take minutes

Explain purpose and importance of meeting

should lead directly into a discussion
of the facts involved. Otherwise,each
problem should be introduced sepa
rately. In both cases, the question

Present each problem
Look for the causes of problems

should be presented in a straight

Evaluate suggested solutions

Brainstorm for solutions

forward manner that doesn't include a

Select one or more solutions

suggested solution.

Plan for implementation of solution
Keep track of time

Find the Cause

Before an answer can be found,the

Watch for non-verbal cues from quiet members who want to speak

causes of the problem have to be

Divert attention from monopolizer

defined. When multiple viewpoints are

Defuse arguments
Convince jokers it's time to be serious
Keep discussion on the track
Acknowledge contributions with a nod

represented, the chances of real

understanding increase.
For example, a western social ser
vice agency was experiencing diffi

Summarize when necessary

culties with the man hired for their new

office manager position. Each day the
list of complaints grew longer. Finally
the agency director was forced to call
a meeting of key personnel to discuss
The personnel director said the man
expected more of the employees than

the facets were viewed together the
solution presented itself. The man
needed his own secretary. He was so
bogged down in detail work that he

stage of presenting all the old id
that may or may not have wor

he produced himself. The comptroller

couldn't get to the big problems he

somewhere else. Secondly, it

said he wanted checks issued too

was hired to solve.

encourage novel solutions whi

the situation.

That will do three things. First oh
it will get the group past the inii

quickly. The public relations depart

Search for Solutions

might never appear if the particip

ment reported that he was creating a

Once the problem is defined it's
time for a brainstorming session.Set a
time limit and say,"Now,for 10 or 20

were allowed to dwell on tired,
answers. And finally, it will encour
sensitive people to present ideas I
might have withheld if immedia

bad image for the agency because he
was hard to locate when he wasn't in

his office. And the executive secretary
said he lost everything she sent to him.
Although the problem looked differ
ent from every point of view, when all
70

rea

car

to

lem and need to get back to it," he will

"We've strayed away from our prob

or

minutes I want you to suggest every
solution you can think of, no matter
how wild it sounds. In fact, the wilder
the better."

criticism had been allowed.

Forget your time limit if the ck
says "stop" and good ideas are
THE TOASrm'

sig in. If not, ask for any more
estions and then take a good,
look at each item on the list,

ttermine by discussion whether
)[ each idea is feasible. Can you
I carry through with it? How far
expect it to go toward solving
iroblem? In many cases it will help
3 the criteria required of a solution
evaluate each idea in terms of
thcr or not it will fulfill the criteria,

JOKES for SPEAKERS!
For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Ciub Officers,

Banqueteers, or anyone wtio has to tatk.
An up-to-the-minute topical Joke-Bulletin with approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy writers.
A great source of fresh professional material to humorize your speech for

any audience; any occasion. Current Issue: $5.00. Send check or M.O. to:

jmetimes the best solutions come

n someone says,"What if. .

and

JOKES UN-LTD.

their imagination run like Benm Franklin did when he watched

Ightning in the sky.
ometimes multiple solutions are
essary. Traditionally, universities
I depended on fund-raising cam
ps and increased tuition to meet
ir rising costs. A conservative
Jhem university, whose reputation

[slipped in the hands of an ineffecpresident, found these measures
en't enough to solve their financial
ferns. So they looked for new
wers.

agging faculty salaries were raised,

1357 Miller Drive, Dept. 0-8, Hollywood, CA 90069

less of how the work is assigned, the

leader is still responsible for seeing the
job is done. Asking for progress
reports on assigned dates gives the
leader an excuse to see if the work is

being done without seeming to inter
fere.

Playing Referee
Throughout the meeting the leader

temper. With that under control he
should then try to cool down everyone
else by rephrasing what's been said in
simple terms, omitting those ex

plosive adjectives.
The joker in the group doesn't make
everyone mad, but he does hinder

progress by clowning when it's in

/ began the job of mending their
oken fences." Finally, several new
yarns were instituted to broaden
1 university's base of student

and to keep the peace.
Usually the most difficult problems
are created by the monopolizer who
has a lot to say about everything.
While the leader should normally

appropriate. David W. managed to
gain the cooperation of the jester on
his committee by saying,"Your humor
was just what we needed to get us off
on the right foot, Bill. Now that we've
had a good laugh and relaxed, I think
we're ready to face the serious prob
lems we've got to solve today.The first
thing on our agenda is. . . ."Bill got the

«al.

address all of his comments to the

point.

khstep in the solution led toother

group, unless he is asking one member
for specific information, a question

that created goodwill ambassa-

will have to exercise considerable skill

s out of formerly disgruntled em-

in interpersonal relationships to direct

/ees. A public relations conscious
sident was hired, and he immedi-

ps, which collectively resulted in a

1 image for the school. The new
ge brought more students to the
jersity, and alumni who have never
itributed before dug into their
kets to help their alma mater.
Prepare for Action
any people think the meeting is
once a solution has been reached,

unless a plan of action is plotted
re the final rap of the gavel, the
iccs of the problem being resolved

aB dumped in the leader's lap.
nee the leader wields the gavel,it's
or her responsibility to keep the
ers moving until they reach their
, And since action is called for,
means asking for volunteers, or
ointing someone, or electing a
jnittee to do what needs to be
e.

Ihen everyone in the group is
ected to help, the results are often
ier if members are allowed to select

task they want to do. But regard1(LI978

the flow of member's contributions,

directed toward another individual

can move the group's attention away
from the non-stop talker. And if the
leader knows the group includes a
monopolizer, he can put time limits on
contributions before the discussion

begins.
Mary B. lectures frequently at
writer's workshops and is adept at
handling individuals who try to take
over her question-and-answer periods.
After recognizing the monopolizer
twice, she looks right at the individual
and says,"Now let's hear from some
one who hasn't contributed anything

yet today." After that she refuses to
call on that person again.

The leader will assume a number of

rolls, or wear a lot of hats, during the
course of the meeting. Initially he is the
preparator. When members create

problems he may have to be a concili
ator. Always he is a facilitator guiding
the discussion as the group defines

their problems and searches for solu
tions. Finally, he is the activator who

prods, if necessary, until the agreed on
action is completed.
When the leader of a meeting does
an effective job, the old story that
committees are groups that keep
minutes and waste hours somehow

loses its meaning.

And when that happens, the sym
bolic power of the gavel is again
restored. ■

The argumentative "Archie Bunk
ers" of the world heat up tempers with
their choice of language. Ironically,
their comments are often valid, but it's

hard to recognize that when they're
couched in terms that make you mad.
The leader's first job is to keep his own

Judy Osgood is afreelance writer with
a degree in speech communications.
Her work has appeared in such
magazines as Playgirl, Free Enter
prise, Skiing and Pacific Search.
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senting a surefire flue-step method to help
get the raise you want, need ... and deserve.

by David K. Lindo
t Then do you expect to get

sonal objectives. Identify those you

W your next raise? And what

Do they comply with his program? Will
he sponsor your activities? Will
achievement of them really help his

y are you doing to get it? If
like many people who are often
opointed at"raise time,"and really
! — or need — that raise in pay,

not consider giving it to yourself?
'lo^v I know what you're saying:
w do I do that?" Admittedly, there
:nck to it. But I've found a secret

10 give myself raises. It requires
iicierable work, and maybe that's
50few people know the secret. All
15 required is that you follow these
simple steps:
Do recognized work
Read, understand and apply
r.pony pay policies to yourself
Routinely update your position
icnption

Maintain a personal data sheet
Justify your raise
y following these steps, you make
easy for your boss to "give" you a
se But really, there's no giving
lolved. What is necessary is disci-

your part. You cannot expect
(ir boss to do everything necessary
cetermine your raise. He needs
nmtinition, and you are his best
urce. Don't sit there and expect
lur boss to perform miracles for you.
active. Get up and make those
ises happen.
There is, however, a right and a
Tong way to do this. Avoid the
wistretched hand" approach. Plead8 tor a raise "because you need it"
loduces nothing but annoyance and
nsion. One executive, when asked,
/hy do you keep a bowl of goldfish
your desk all the time?" answered,
Kause, it is relaxing to have someaghere that doesn't open its mouth
ji to complain or ask for a raise."

ncentrate your efforts on the effecway. Follow the secret formula.
Do Recosnized Work
Vhat does the boss recognize at
ietime — politics or performance?
ofitics, look out(maybe get out!). If
tformance, you've got work to do.
u can easily find your standards of
partmental performance. Complete
ouple of assignments and ask,

ow do these stack up?" Set pert978

will do for the boss. Check them out.

program?

On a periodic basis, monthly or
quarterly, review objectives with your
boss. Search him out. Make an ap
pointment if you have to. You are a
salesman trying to sell an important
product. Don't become discouraged.
Keep trying until you get in there. Sell.
You may be told you are missing the
mark. Find out what you should
change. Improve in the areas identi
fied. If you disagree, logically build
your case and present it. Do capitalize
on the opportunity. Do not react
emotionally. Remember, you were
hired to make his job easier.
Try to get the boss thinking, "Yes,
this is a productive, hardworking
(insert your favorite adjective here)
employee. He has my interest at heart.
He is doing the right thing. He is
making good decisions. His progress
is measurable. He is working for my
success." This positive thinking puts
you a leg up on colleagues in his mind.
Read the Pay Policies
Many companies have documented
their pay policies into a "Wage and
Salary" manual. Get yours and read it.
Have it explained to you. Find out
such important points as:
1. Maximum increase per year for
merit

2. Maximum increase for a pro

supposed to do? Three different
answers is a problem. Solve this
problem and you increase your
chances for a big raise.
Management consultants have done
a good job installing the concept of
position descriptions. However, com
panies don't generally keep them
current. A position description (PD)
identifies what each job contains. It
helps eliminate duplication of effort
and provides a basis of work evalua
tion. A PD is important.
Keep your position description
current. Compare what you do to
what it says you do. Make this analysis
monthly. Whenever a new duty is
assigned to you, rewrite your PD. If
you volunteer and are accepted for
additional work, update it. Personalize
your PD. When a job is reassigned to
another, or obsoleted, delete it. Al
ways be measured on what you are
doing. Why? Because if the boss

doesn't know about your perfor
mance, then it didn't happen. Be sure
the documentation supports you.
When you update your PD have the
boss sign it. This signifies he agrees to
the change and approves it.
Perhaps you don't have a position
description. Write one. Do it on your
own. This document can help you. List
your duties. Group them in terms of
broad accountabilities. How? Your job
can be outlined. Prepare a discussion
list in outline form and personally
present it to the boss for approval. Ask
if you've missed anything — listed too
much. Communicate with him. Get

motion

3. Elapse time between merits
4. Grade categories and salary

agreement. Once agreement is
reached he should be willing to ap
prove it.

ranges

5. Promotion eligibility
In spite of policy, the financial
condition of your firm will impact
salaries. Know your financial facts.

Combine policy and financial facts.
Have reasonable expectations. Apply
this data to determine how much you
can earn. A number below expecta
tions may be a signal to change
companies. On the other hand, it may
mean you deserve a promotion.
What Do You Do?

What do you do? What does your
boss think you do? What are you

Collect Your Personal Data

Who are you? What have you done?
What special skills do you have? Does
anybody know it?'
Each of us has a personal history.
You entered yours on the application
form before you were hired. But that
data is obsolete. The job application
may never be seen again. So you have
a need to keep the record current.
You can do this by maintaining a
personal data sheet. Update it every
time something about you changes.
Send a copy to your personnel de13

partment and your boss. Include data
for:

IMPROVING
YOUR SPEAKING
SKILLS

1. Education

pay policies so you have reasonafcj

2. Work experience

expectations. You have reacha

3. Skills
4. Publication credits

5. Speaking credits
6. Memberships
7. Honors or awards

Did you recently earn a college
• New York. April S
• Hilton Head, S.C.
May 25-26

degree? Put it down. Include the date.

Some firms will promote you in grade

e Cincinnati, June 21

Would you like to improve
your speaking skills? I made

tives achievement, you've been do;
recognized work. You understand'

agreement on your duties, and youii
demonstrated a well-balanced,

proach to your career. Help the be
one more time. Do his staff

Write the justification for your ras
Stick to specifics, no glowing gene
ties. The justification may inciui
three sections.

From your completed objectives!

for earning a degree. Have you been to
a seminar or completed some voca
tional training in person or via an

achievements since your last,
formance review. Based on what^'ci

extension mail class? Put it down.

know, indicate how these achien

and most recent data sheet, list

at your firm? Make a list. For each

ments benefit the company, Tj
section should be honest andc:I

with you what it has meant to

include time spent and major duties.

jective.

me.

It's your resume at your firm. At each

In section two, indicate skill

promotion, cut off the old job and

where you can improve. And makj

insert the new one. Depict your
progress in visible steps.
Have you published an article for a
professional journal? Given a speech
to a trade association? If you have, put
them down. Not everyone can ac
complish this personal recognition.
Has your company given awards for

commitment right in the justificati

special achievement? Cost reduc
tions? Patents? Enter them, too.

conformance.

that

very decision

many

How many positions have you held
Dave Yoho

years ago and let me share

C.P.A.E.

Today 1 receive upward of $1500 for
many speeches. I am recorded on cassette

and my programs sell over $1,000,000

annually. I became the president of a
corporation that did over $50,000,000. I

have appeared on most major T.V. talk
shows and had a six figure income when I
was 30 years of age.

I will share with you my techniques on
how to break the ice, get audience

participation, make dull facts interesting,
get rid of stage fright, and motivate your

audience—these and other speaking skills

letter to enhance your abilities fur
In the final section, recommendi
amount of salary adjustment. Ya

study of company policy will pa;io
here. State why the amount is reas

able. Refer to the appropriate
statements or pay tables to as

On to Payroll

Demonstrate that you are benefiting

Your boss will appreciate the

If you addressed a group as small as

your company in as many ways as you

seven persons or crowds over a thousand,
our course will assist you and, in addition,
our manual will give you a method to set

possibly can.
Active membership in professional
or technical groups — like the Ameri
can Management Association, Toastmasters, AIEE — are important to you

you've taken to do a thorough jx
You saved him time. If he agrees,:
that is left to do is sign the form.Fn

there on it's just up to the pa;ij

too. Professional associations are a

have a concrete basis for discus

source of information and a stimulus

Resolve the differences. If you feelj
lose, try to go to a third party fo
evaluation. If you are at fault, ide
problems and change. Otherwise,,

are included in this course.

your goals and measure your growth.

These courses are attended

by

executives, managers, clergymen,
lawyers, salesmen, as well as professional
speakers. Many who have attended this
program, as well as our other schools on

CALL TODAY

to growth. List the ones to which you
belong. Indicate the benefits you
obtain from your membership.
A well-prepared data sheet can
remind your boss that you are a real
asset to him. By continuing to work to
improve the elements listed, you can
update it frequently. Each update
shows your boss your progress, thus
making him more conscious of your
ability and professional growth.

703-280-4600

Write Your Own Raise

"Closing The Sale" and "Creative Goal

Setting." are already enjoying the benefit

of improved skills, increased earnings,
and higher performance.

Call or write us today and without
obligation we will send you additional

information—and, by the way, if you
attend our entire course and

it isn't

everything you want it to be we will gladly
refund your money.

department.

If, however, he disagrees, you;

may want to consider asking for|
transfer ... or quitting.

The data you have prepared s|
very useful asset. Whether you st^.
your department, at your firm,
elsewhere, it is always available!
reference. Keep your documentali
up to date. And you should neverl

to ask for a raise again. ■

The person best qualified to write
your performance evaluation should

David K. Undo is a freelance ujiil^

Co.

be you. Since performance evalua
tions become the basis for promo
tional and merit increases, if you've

Address.

documented points one to four you

firms. He has written, prepared t
delivered hundreds of presentati
for all levels of management,!

Name

City

Zip

are now ready to help yourself to a
State.

raise.
-Phone

Surfa-Shield Institute, 3918 Prosperity
Avenue, Fairfax, Virginia 22030.
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Actually, you've been helping your
self right along. By close communica
tion and positive response on objec

with over 17 years of manager
experience with three Fortune,

special interest is helping ofhersl
their career planning anddev
opment.

THE TOASrmS!^ APRIL

grams that work!(See back issues of

bur Guide to

dting for
The Toastmaster'*
ly Michael J. Snapp, Editor
*iie? Write for The Toastmaster?

1 couldn't do that. I have enough
lubk just writing out my shopping
n

run from 1000 words (3 typewritten,
double-spaced pages) to 3000 words
(10 or more). They're written in a lively
"how-to" style, avoid heavy theory,
and utilize specific examples and

illustrations to support their general

Sound familiar? It should. You've all

statements.

ibably said it at least once since
I've joined Toastmasters. And even
you've never actually said it, it's
dbably entered your mind a time or
0.The problem? It seems that many

Like any good speech,a good article
has an opening, a body(supported by
examples) and a conclusion. It should

Bstmasters have the mistaken idea

it, to write for a magazine such as
e Toastmasfer, you have to posMthe vocabulary of a Norman
iiier, the wit of a Woody Allen and
writing skill of Ernest Hemingway.
1, as the famous song says .. . it
I't necessarily so!
You don't have to be a professional
iter to have your article featured in
le Toasfmaster. All you need is
»mething to say, a way to say it, and a
Srong desire to share what you have
<amed about communication and

Iwdership with the 60,000 Toastmasters around the world.

So getting into the magazine is easy;

deal with some aspect of the com
munication and leadership process,
and direct its major emphasis to the
individual member's self-improvement
efforts. Recent articles, for example,
have dealt with such diverse subjects
as time management("Time Manage
ment or Time IS a Sacred Cowl"),

after-dinner speaking ("It's Not All
Spotlights and Gravy") and stage
fright ("You're Not Alone!").
• "Hoiu-fo" Features — Although
somewhat shorter than our regular
articles (500 to 1500 words, or 3 to 5
typewritten pages), it is just as im
portant in our monthly "how to's" to
develop your ideas fully, using specific
examples and illustrations to support
whatever general statements you may

thousands of Toastmasters have

make.

iheady done so.

What exactly are "how-to" fea
tures? They are short articles, sub
mitted by people just like you, that

And you can do the samel

In general, member submissions to
Ffie Toastmaster can be divided into

three categories: artic/es, "how-to"
ftotures and club/area/district news
^People"). The following are a few of
k basic requirements of each;
• Artic/es — Full-length articles
iubmitted to The Toastmaster usually
^-i/L 1978

share successful programming ideas
or speaking techniques that have
Luorfced in your club with other Toastmasters. As you can see, the major
emphasis of this feature is to share
ideas, techniques and programs with
others — ideas, techniques and pro

The Toastmaster for "how-to"

examples.)
• Club/Area/District Neu;s —
Every other month. The Toastmaster
carries a section called "People," in
which we highlight, with stories and/or
photos, outstanding or unusual ac
complishments by Toastmasters or
Toastmasters clubs around the world.

This information can be of any length,
but there must be something that sets
it apart from any other Toastmaster or
club, something that makes it a little
out of the ordinary. Recent inclusions,
for example, have concerned them
selves with a Toastmaster who leads a

group of people called "Helping
Hands," a volunteer group that helps
senior citizens with home repairs; with
a Colorado club and an annual trip
they make up Pikes Peak; and a
Hannibal, Missouri, pastor(and Toastmaster) who followed the legend of
Mark Twain, the famous writer, from

Fredonia, New York, to Hartford,
Connecticut.

Photographs? Unlike many other
magazines, we don't have a staff of
freelance photographers covering
events for us; we are totally dependent
on you. We need photographs of
unique or interesting events (unfortu
nately this does not include officer
installations, charter presentations or
many award nights). Try to capture
your fellow Toastmasters "in action."
Be creative. Shoot some pictures
outdoors. Think of pictures that will
illustrate what Toastmasters is all
about and show it at its best. If a

picture is indeed worth a thousand
words, it stands to reason that it is
worth the same amount of planning
and thinking.
We at The Toastmaster are ready
and willing to help you get your
material into print. While it is impos
sible to promise that every manuscript
and picture we receive will find its way
into one of the monthly 32 pages, we
do promise to read everything you
send us with an open mind.
Even if it is your weekly shopping
list! ■
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Language:
Power Behind
Words

the sidewalk walks on the street side,
keeping her next to the building? This

is a symbol of protection. In years
past, practically all streets were muddy

and had pockets of water. Naturally,

passing horses and carriages would

splash this mud and water up on the

conceal his feelings verbally he is often
more articulate in his non-verbal

communication than under ordinary
circumstances. This is why it is so
important for us to be able to read the

language of Kinesics just as clearly as

party, it is customary for the man to

we can interpret words.
Have you ever attempted to per
suade a person to commit himself, or
give his consent to some line of action,
and actually seen a positive decision
given even though he didn't speak a
word? It happens many times. Un
fortunately, however, we sometimes

I'.flrious aspects of it as Kinesics, Body

have his escort on his left arm. This

miss the cue.

ommunication. Territorial En-

earlier period when a man wore a
sword for protection. By having his
lady fair to his left, his right arm was

by Merlyn Cundiff
f the three types of communiI cation known to us today —
the written word, the spoken
ord and non-verbal communication

■the third is by far the oldest. But in
?iicof this, many hail it as a new and
dting science, giving such power to

j;::achment, Spaceology, and many

;:hers. Actually, long before man

hmed to talk or write his primary
hans of making his thoughts, deI'jiids, threats and fears known was

"ough body communication. Fur■trmore, rather than discarding this
"ethod, he has clung to it tenaciously,

I 'Tonly added other methods as a
p'joplement.
d ancient days, for example, kneel'Sor lying prostrate was a symbol of

-.Tender or recognition of authority.
Tr,e subject always knelt before the
ig or ruler, just as vanquished
innies would lie down in acknowl-

;:jement of surrender. Later, the
ivinbol became raised hands over the

'ead to show that there were no

concealed weapons.

Victory, on the other hand, was

communicated to the populace by
inanging a triumphant entry into the
::y, with the victors riding horses or
chariots. The conquered walked on
coat in front or followed behind in

chains. Our modern parade today is
in outgrowth of this triumphant entry.
The Lady Fair

And have you ever wondered why a
man who accompanies a lady down

Mertyn Cundiff fs an internationally

itnowr) author, lecturer and recording
Briist. Currently the president of
Plonned Achieven^ent and a director

if the Phoenix Summer Sa/es Semi-

sidewalk. By putting himself between
the lady and the street, a man was
protecting the woman from the
splashes of water and mud.

Similarly, in walking down an aisle at

church, or in escorting a lady at a
custom, too, had its origin during an

free to reach for his sword as protec
tion at a moment's notice.

Not long ago, when lecturing to one

ly, is often accompanied by a strain
which is usually written on his face.

communications as possible which are
used today.
Starting with such simple symbols
as saluting, tipping a hat, opening a
door for another, pulling back a chair,

tension is released, and usually a slight
upward curling of the lips is evident.
When this occurs the period of per

goodbye, bowing one's head, pointing
a finger, covering the eyes, puckering
up for a kiss, shaking a fist, stamping a
foot, winking an eye, smiling, frowning,

continue their efforts to persuade after
a decision has already been made and
definitely expressed by actions. I've

showing one's teeth and hunching

the point where they cause their
respondent to reverse his decision.

the board as many non-verbal body

shaking hands, throwing a kiss, waving

one's shoulders, over 100 were written
on the board in less than 20 minutes.

speakers, taking her into all 50 states
and 32 foreign countries,
mi 1978

I've often seen communicators

even seen some of them continue to

The communicator who continues

that mold the mind of man. Others tell

pumps more shots into the dead buck.
The Eyes Have It
Above all else, get in the habit of
watching the eyes of people you are
seeking to persuade. If a person looks
you straight in the eye in a pleasant
manner without trying to stare you
down, you can rest assured that this
person is interested and perhaps will
give you a fair consideration. How
ever, if the person is shifty-eyed and
refuses to look at you directly, or if he
drops his eyes, beware! This person
will also be shifty in his verbal com
munication. Don't rely too strongly on
what he says to you.
I've had occasion to see many
respondents look up at the ceiling or
cast a glance upward and rapidly blink
their eyelids. This, to my way of
thinking, is a clear sign that they are
considering your proposition serious-

us that one picture is worth ten
thousand words. Actually, all of us
realize that the more methods of

communication we can put into effect,
the more articulate we can be. We

must, therefore, learn to be expressive
in as many ways as possible.
Closing the Sale
During many of my seminars on
persuasive communication people will
ask the age-old question: "Merlyn,

how canIbe sure of the proper time to
cause people to act?" In selling we call
attempt to persuade a person he is
usually on his guard. He is very
cautious about anything he says for
fear he is committing himself. How
ever, he is not cautious about his body
language. Because of his efforts to

of America's most sought after

suasion is over — now is the time for

action. Delay no longer!

persuading after the respondent has
non-verbally made a decision is similar

nors annually throughout the world.

Her brilliant presentations in the field

When a decision is finally made, the

And what's more, I'm sure they could
have gone on for hours.
It is said that words are the fingers

it the close.

l^communication have made her one

Any indecision by a person, converse

of my classes on the subject of Kine
sics, I asked the students to write on

wr, she conducts, a/ong u^ifh Cauett

Robert, over 100 Humaneering Semi-

The most articulate sign a person
can give that indicates he is no longer
undecided but has made up his mind is
the gentle stroking of his chin with his
thumb and forefinger. Usually this is
accompanied by a slight relaxed smile.

Please remember this: When we

to a hunter who kills his deer and then
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ly. In most cases, this communicates

out of airports. We play a game of

gizing to you for some thoughl

the fact that they have already decided
in your favor on the big issue. They are
merely considering the details such as
when, where and how many. If you
doubt this at all, study such a situation
the next time it happens and you will
find that among the dozen or more

trying to read all we can about them

lessness.

common methods of body communi
cation, this is one of the most reliable.

Very seldom does it fail.
There are, however, others to
watch out for. Raising one's eyebrow,
for example, often indicates disbelief,
while raising both eyebrows shows
surprise. Winking an eye can be flirta
tious, but if the person is too far away

from the manner in which they walk.
If we see a person walking unsurely,
for instance, with his shoulders
humped and head down, we can be

fairly sure that he is discouraged,
disappointed or is living in a world of
pessimism.

Not long ago we were sitting in the
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport talking
with a school teacher. She was ex

tremely interested in body communi
cations and explained to me that the
school was using my book, Kinesics,
The Poiuer of Silent Command, as a
textbook.

to communicate verbally it can mean

She started playing the game with

"I agree with you 100 percent," espe
cially if the wink is accompanied by a
slight nod of the head and a smile.

us, reading the personalities of people

by their manner of walking. Suddenly,
a man came through the swinging

Or suppose you have forgottji
something and you want to be derm
strative about it. What do you d(
show the other party that you did
remember? Many of us slap our
head and even close our eyes. T1
in reality, a combination of sho

that we have forgotten and asking
forgiveness.
And what if a person holds
hands in front of his chest with

fingers of each hand touching
same fingers of the other hand? 'i
exudes confidence. This person
fortifying his remarks by saying,
body language, "I know what
talking about. I am something of

authority on what I am telling you.'
This is a characteristic pose of

Folded Arms

doors, head up high, shoulders back,

We have heard it said many times
that folded arms mean "I do not buy
either you or what you sell." When I
first started speaking on the circuit I
would often look out over my audience
and feel almost panicky when I saw a
number of folded arms. Later on,
when I began studying Kinesics, I
realized that it is the manner of folding

smile on his face. In fact, he had so
much enthusiasm he was practically
running instead of walking.
The lady beamed and said, "Now,

fact, 1 have now begun to watch for
and am even a little disappointed ifl

take a look at a man like that. There is

appointment. If you want to see it

one's arms that indicates resentment

and signifies that "I am locking you
out."

Remember: If a person's arms are
folded firmly and high upon his chest,
this is a gesture of refusal. If he leans
forward while in such a position it
indicates even stronger resentment. If
he goes further and has a frown or
scowl on his face, the combination
even might indicate to some degree an
attitude of belligerence.
If, on the other hand, the person
folds his arms gently and loosely
across the lower part of his body, this
usually signifies relaxation and a good
mood. Add to this a smile and you
have your respondent or member of
your audience in a jovial mood.
Not all body communications, how
ever, are to be taken too seriously.
Playing the Body Game
For example, since my associate,
Cavett Robert, and I must, of neces
sity, spend much time in airports while
traveling the country giving "Humaneering"seminars, we have formed
a habit of watching people walk in and

a successful man, a positive man, a
man who really knows where he is
going, and I am sure he is in a hurry to
reach his goal."
She was right. He was headed
straight for the restroom.
Interpreting the Signs
While it's obvious that all body
communications cannot be taken too

seriously, it is at least well to be able to
interpret them. For instance, do you
ever try to understand the emotion of
a person who rubs his nose while you
are making an effort to get a decision

doctor. I have observed it on
occasions and do not resent it at al.

does not do it at least once during
yourself, go to a conference

there are several panelists sitting
table on the platform. I give you a
guarantee that if you observe care:
you will see an exhibition of this
than once.

One of the most important facts
remember in the study of body
munication is that change of ph

position usually indicates a change
mental attitude. Sometimes (I

from him? In most cases this is an

change is in favor of the persuader,
sometimes it is against him. In
event, the moment that a p
uncrosses his legs and leans fo

indication of disapproval, disagree

or folds his arms and leans back

ment or even resentment. Of course,

puts his hands behind his head

the energy with which a person does
this often tells us a great deal about the
extent of his disapproval or resent

looks up — or makes any

ment. When we observe such conduct

just also taken place.
The Meaning of Coior
Colors, believe it or not, can
have a dramatic effect on people
often play a major role in non-v^
communication. Consequently,
important to understand what ea
the individual colors convey.
What is your favorite color?

it is well for us to consider carefully our
next move. We have been told very
clearly that the person is definitely not
in the frame of mind to okay a contract
or declare himself in favor of some

thing.
Or can you recall ever having seen a
person suddenly throw his hand over
his eyes? This, of course, usually
indicates that he is ashamed of some

thing. It's a way of non-verbally apolo

obvious changes in physical
— this is a cue that a mental shift

Blue? Green? Yellow? Brown?
is it?

If you selected red, you're an a:
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the colors in their hospital. The
maternity wards will be a soft shade of
lilac. Mothers are much happier than
with white or sharp-colored walls. Too
much whiteness can make a patient

to master the subject of non-verbal

find how much you can improve you

communication, you will be amazed to

communication skills. ■

uncomfortable. The colorful atmo

sphere is more homelike, and in
creases a patient's chances for a
speedy recovery.

Operating rooms use varying
shades of green. Why? It's said that
the surgeons and nurses find the color
reduces tension and eyestrain.

Red, being a strong motivating
color, is often used to decorate res
taurants. Psychologists claim people
eat and drink more in this en
vironment.

I think you will agree that colors not
only reveal more about a person's
personality, but also influence peo
ple's actions materially. The same can
also be said for clothes.
You Arc How You Dress

Your manner of dress tells more

about you than one might realize.
Your first impression is often a lasting
one,so don't overdress or underdress

How to Make People Laugh

AsI find myself again soon to be
by George Jesse!

in the company of a most
distinguished group, 1 pause to
reflect. For here among you Toastmasters I feel a warmth of fraternal

closeness. I am not only among
friends, but also in an atmosphere that

seemingly fits my character.
Yes, my life has truly been a life of
words. Not only to make a good
impression, to announce something or
to be an engaging, conversationalist,
but actually to make my living as a
speaker.
Of course, 1 have been an actor on

the stage, in the movies, and on
television, too. I've also produced

for any occasion.

movies and written books. But the

Recently, Cavett and I both were
invited to take part in a program for

thing that has given me a feeling of
professionalism has been my role as a
speaker.

the Arizona division of the National
Secretaries Association. When we

I have been on many a dais, too

important on such occasions that the
program be planned so as to give tk
audience a well-balanced program.
Something that will be pleasing to
them, not offensive. Something re
laxing, not tiring. And there is no
better way to relax an audience and
put it in a receptive mood than lighten
ing up a speech from time to timcwi
humor.

There are a number of ways to turn
even an incidental remark into alaugiv
producer. You don't need to be as

adept a humorist as I am (after all,[do<
make a living at it). Your audiencei
doesn't expect as much of you ast
do of me. In fact, just because you
not a professional comedian, they
find your mildest attempts quite funny.

People enjoy humor,and they willlJie
you more for making them laugh,
The Surprise Twist
There are, of course, many differ

many even to number, in cities and
towns throughout the world. In most
instances, as the principal speaker.
Subsequently, I've found that it is

types of humor. Few, though, aR|

cut blouses. We could not find one
dress with a short skirt. There was not

George Jessel's career actually; began
65 years ago when,as a young boy, he

eluding it unexpectedly in another,
good example of this is a rem

a single example of a dress with a

sang in a trio called "The Imperial

Milton Berle is reputed to have

flirtatious connotation.

Trio" with Walter Winchell. After
making the rounds of Tin Pan Alley
and being spotted by songwriter/
producer Gus Edwards, his talents
began to flood every side of show
business, beginning with vaudeville
and then expanding to musical
comedy, Broadway, motion pictures
and lurifing. Designated the "Toastmaster General of the United States"
by President Harry S. Truman, Jessel
has dined with presidents, kings,

arrived, we commented to each other
on how strange it was that all of the
ladies were dressed, without excep

tion, as one would dress for an official
business meeting. There were no low

When we commented on this fact to

the chairperson, she smiled and said,
"You see, this is the first meeting of its
kind where the secretaries are enter

taining the bosses' wives."
So do you suppx)se this could have
had anything to do with the conserva
tive attire? Maybe the secretaries did
not want to give the impression that
their bosses were having too much
fun. You draw your own conclusion.
Space does not permit me to enu
merate other facets of body communi
cation, but why not start today form

ing the habit of observing body
gestures carefully, it will mean little to
you, however, if you do not also study
their meaning. If you only take the time
20

prime ministers and heads ofstate. He
still travels endlessly on behalf of
charity and the Armed Forces; he
lectures, he writes, he sings, he acts,
he makes television appearances, and

more effective than the surprise

This type of humor consists

starting out with a thought appar
leading in one direction, and o

when composer Dick Rodgers asl
him to star in a TV show.

Rodgers asked Berle how
money he would want, he repi
"Dick, I'm so flattered that you
me that money will be the very

thing I think of — before I get to si
tonight."

Another example of the surpiii^ Rere
twist: "The girls are so beautiful,

iromp

sad to think that 20 years from no wurdf

they'll all be five years older.'

there

That is really a double twist. FiiAop th
there is the transition from thebeal lugh.

of the girls today to the sad thou^ttlfcliculo
the changes that will take place in

years, and then the humorous Aiur sp

is now the host of "That Wonderful

minder that they will all lie about tfi iper a

World of Vaudeville."

ages anyway. This is also an exarr^ atyoi
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aking an idea that has been joked

you can't find one that can be twisted

ut for centuries — women taking

around for absurd effect. Bring in

rs off their age — and presenting it

club, sales and

some sort of contrast, unexpected
turn or mild shock. And of course,

political meetings

mew context.

The Big Letdown
)ne of the most effective uses of the

check through the categories of

[irise twist is anticlimax, or building

humorous remarks in the various joke
books for an appropriate story.

the big letdown. For instance,
inder Woollcott's famous quip:

Evan Esar,in his Comic Dictionary,
defines absurdity as "anything so

the things I really like to do are
ir immoral, illegal or fattening."

contrary to reason that is laughable.

id John Mason Brown's critique

doctor, who discovered a cure for

|an actress' performance: "Tallulah
:head barged down the Nile last
it in Cleopatra — and sank."
Mark Twain's remark: "To be

is noble; but to show others how
ibe good is nobler and no trouble."

[Experiment with this technique
irself by starting out with a thought
seems deep, inspiring or noble,

then let it come to a full stop and

SURE NEED HURIOR!

%

Remember Victor Borge's uncle, the

IF YOU'RE

INVOLVED.

which there was no disease."

SEND FOR

Art Buchwald concluded a piece on
"adult" movies with a supposed con

THIS BOOK

versation between himself and his
wife:

"What was the point of that Mountie

kissing his horse?" she inquired.
"Oh, come on. Haven't you seen a
man kiss a horse before?" he said.

"On the lips?"

"UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM"
. . gives you 238 pages of good, current humor

Indexed lor easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors Good reading lor anyone wlih

[Exaggeration, they say, is typically

Goodman Ace, at the height of the
hijacking of planes to Cuba, reduced
that problem to the absurd:"The way

irican. When it is carried to absurd

hijacking is flourishing now, and with

service club for his own personal use and just
now published.

ths, it becomes funny, as in the

the breakdown of the service on

•Sena check lor t<.«5 phJS 50« mailing or your Bank-

[ings of Texans and midwestern-

suburban trains in New York, any day

A Nebraskan, boasting about the
lunt of marijuana grown in his

some distraught commuter will be on a

into reverse.

The Tall Tale

Florida-bound plane shouting,'Scars-

ite, is reputed to have said, "If

dale! Scarsdale!'"

iraska ever catches on fire, half of

Notice how, even in this absurdity,
he pointed up another serious prob

las will turn on."

Texas has been defined as "miles
miles of miles and miles." It has

in said of Texas that it occupies all

found it is almost always well received:
"I'm sure you'll agree with me that this
was a fine dinner we had tonight,
although you can never tell about a
person's food preferences. I'm re

in V. Lindsay of New York City is

minded of the two cannibals who were

(edited with this remark on the

having lunch. One of them said,'You
know, 1 can't stand my mother-in-law.'
The second replied, 'So just eat the

|lk into the Hudson River, he won't
by drowning; he'll be poisoned."
is an example of overstating the
to the point of absurdity, without
sing track of the basic fact — the

ler is polluted.
Look for the Absurd

THE LORU COMPANY
P.O.BOX300-D,NORTH WEBSTER, IN 46555

1 have used the following introduc

ipt the small part set aside for the
Bted States, Mexico and Canada.

iject of water pollution:"If someone

la>

suburban railroads.

tion at a number of dinners and have

lation with effect. Former Mayor

Amencara number. Inaiarte lesiaenis aoa

lem -T the deterioration of service on

the continent of North America

Natives of other parts of the country
also been known to use exag-

a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fil any occasion, compiled
by ihe International President of a world-wide

noodles.'"

Analyzing Humor
We laugh at jokes and humorous
remarks without giving much thought
to why they are funny. Too close a

iataAe^m
Help get your club into action
with Tl's special spring mem
bership and community pro
motion campaign.
spring into Action will recognize
those clubs with membership gains
in April and May,with special recog
nition for the top club in each district.
• Each club adding five or more new
members will receive a growth award
ribbon for the club banner.

study of humor takes some of the fun

Reread your manuscript or your

• Each club adding ten or more

out of it; but it does enable one to see

ipt cards and mentally rehearse

the skeletal structure and how it

delivery. When you reach a point
e you find yourself getting bored,
there and work out a way to get a

produces the laugh.
Art Buchwald's story, for example,

members receives a "Best Speaker of
the Day" trophy, compliments of
Spring into Action.

had a surprise twist, since kissing a

[h. Try to think of something
lous that has happened to you

• The top club in each district (the
club with the highest membership
gain in April and May)earns a special

horse is assumed to be a harmless

"Best in District" award ribbon.

gesture, but he turned it into some

Spring into Action awards are sent
automatically to qualifying clubs, but

is relevant to that portion of

speech. Set down on a piece of
a number of straight sentences
you had planned to use, and see if
|ftl978

thing suggestive. He exaggerated also
in insinuating that movies have be
come so perverse they would show a
man making love to an animal. The

please allow six weeks from the close

of the contest for processing.
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members of a group who know you
well, like fellow workers, club mem

ing,"I've been made a doctor sora
times that I'm starting to resei

bers, friends and neighbors, you have
little to worry about. If the audience is

socialized medicine."
Irreverence

snappy, and should get a quick

more mixed, then be careful about

reaction.

insulting them. Use the insult against

Goodman Ace's joke turned a story
about hijacking of planes to Cuba into
an entirely different train of thought,
the difficulty the commuter has in
making the short hop to the suburbs.
He used exaggeration to get his laugh,
along with absurdity. What could be

someone else, to whom they can feel

Humor with a religious angle can
extremely funny, and it is especii
appreciated by religious people the
selves, as long as it does not otia
their beliefs. You may recall lii
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen referred to
clerical dress by comparing himsel
Superman.
You might tell about the little

pairing of a man with a horse, how
ever, is such an extreme exaggeration
that it is not shocking, but merely

amusing. The punch line is short and

Miami-bound plane and forcing it to fly

superior. Among friends, the following
are permissable.
"If I said anything I'm sorry for, I'm
glad of it."
"You don't have to be crazy to talk
like that, but it helps."
"I never forget a face, but in your
case I'll make an exception (which

to Scarsdale?

Groucho Marx said in one of his

more ridiculous than a man hijacking a

Borrowing Gags

movies)."

You can gradually build up a file of

"How much would you charge to

humor by adding to any collection of
funny stories any examples you come

haunt a house?" Fred Allen asked a

across in newspapers, magazines and
on TV shows. You can use them as is

or, if you wish, change them a little to
fit them into the particular spot you
have chosen for them. For example:

"The biggest obstacle to preparing a
speech today is knowing where to put
in a pause for hecklers."
"All the things we enjoy most are
either immoral, illegal or high in

radio performer.
If you are in doubt, you can use the
following indirect insults:
"They're a very nice couple — he
never goes anyplace without his wife,
but his wife will go anyplace."
"He's never been known to steal a

thing — we watch him too closely."
"She could dish it out — but she
couldn't cook it."

"When she wants to punish the kids

cholesterol. If someone falls into the

she sends them to bed with dinner."

Houstonic (or Mississippi, or Poto
mac, or Swanee, or whatever your
local waterway), he won't have to
worry about drowning, because he'll
die of poisoning first."

Writer Dorothy Parker was known
for her insult humor. On hearing that
Calvin Coolidge had died, she said,
"How can they tell?" And on being told
that a society woman was "awfully
kind to her inferiors," she inquired,

"You ladies are so attractive. It's sad

to think that 20 years from now you'll
be five years older."

"The way hijacking is flourishing,
and taking into account the break
down of service on suburban trains,

"Where does she find them?"
Marcello Mastroianni is said to have

deflated the ego of a pretty girl re
porter when he said,"You know, you
remind me of Joanne Woodward."

who explained why he didn't say

prayers every night: "Some ni^
don't want anything."
Or you might ask:"If a missionai
supposed to go to heaven an
cannibal is destined for hell, ui
happens when a cannibal dies
making a meal of a missionary?"
You might quote Mark Twa
"More men go to church than wi
to."

Or you could say, "Adam wa
lucky man because when he td
joke, he knew nobody had ever he
it before."

You can also poke fun at respec
figures, such as heads of state, pro
nent businessmen, sports figures,
anyone in authority.

If you don't want to iampoo
person, you can make fun of ins

tions that are sometimes pomp
and can stand deflation, such as:
government, the Army, the thea
the opera, the ballet, art galler
professional sports and big busine
Believe in Yourself
At first the insertion of humor
your talks will be a mechanical tli

any day some distraught commuter

When the girl smiled with pleasure, he

will be on a Florida-bound plane
shouting'Larchmont!'(or Bryn Mawr,
East Orange, or whatever your local

added,"You also remind me of Paul
Self-Insult

conscious will begin automatic

suburb is)."

There is no better way of ingra
tiating yourself with an audience than
by putting yourself down in a humor

turning out the humorous twists

and there are some comedians who

ous way.

specialize in it. They can get away with
it because they are known as insult
specialists, and the audience expects

You might say of some important
personage,"1 told Mr. Hughes how to
run his business, and you know what
happened? We parted good friends.
He got into his private jet and I took

own ability to make others laugh,J
build up your faith with repea

Insult Humor

Insult humor is very popular today,

it from them.

The ordinary speaker should exer
cise caution in its use. Be sure that

your gag is really funny as well as
mildly insulting, and — most impor
tant — know your audience.If they are
22

Newman."

deliberately done. After a while, i
practice and experience, it she
become second nature. Your s

the bus home."

Joey Adams, upon receiving a
doctorate from a Korean university,

deprecated his achievement by say-

you must work to achieve at first.!

main point is to develop faith in y

public demonstrations of that aW

The times that you people
together must be a pleasant deparl
for all of you. It is good to shai
common interest, and I know

nothing better that you could
doing.

I will look forward to meeting i
THE TOASTMAS

'ho plan to attend the Toastirs International Convention in

be able to sell our ideas to others.
A Lifetime Effort

:ouver. i am pleased and dethat you have invited me. ■

persuasion from the moment we are

We are engaged in the effort of
born until we draw our final breath.

eThree-Step

Kuasion Process

I

by Cavett Robert
'he process of persuasion is the
keystone and arch upon which
all civilization rests. It accounts

cf

No one is more gifted in this quality
than a tiny baby. He persuades us to
feed him or change him by crying.
When he wants to be picked up and
loved he smiles and coos. What a sales

pitch! Who can resist?
The little boy sells his teacher with

an apple. The young blade, swept up
by the first blush of love, presents his
case to his sweetheart with candy or
flowers.

Put your club on the silver
screen...

With Toastmasters' Membership and

ing the ancient club to get by

Years ago a man would work on his
proposal of marriage for days or even
weeks (the most important sale of his

ical force the necessities of life,

life). I'm afraid this sale is often a little

one time brute force was the only
lod of satisfying needs and wants.

more casual today. But it's still a vital
sale, regardless of "who sells who."

!r these uncivilized conditions all

What man has not spent sleepless
nights mentally rehearsing his ap

with professionally-prepared slides and
a script booklet so you can give the

proach to the boss in an effort to
persuade him that a salary raise is in

presentation your Toastmasters best.

ur orderly system of living, if this
not true, man would still be

} was simply a struggle for sur, and it belonged only to the
5t" — the so-called "giants" of
day.
I have progressed far from the
of the caveman. To some extent

rinciple known as the "survival of
ttest" affects our civilization even
jodern times. But those who

we today — those who have the

order?

As parents we give major impor
tance to focusing all of our powers on
instilling character in our children and
on teaching them right living.
I'm sure you agree with me that the
process of persuading people to think

Extension Slide Presentation — "Intro

ducing Toastmasters"
This unique 40-sIide show is the best
way to introduce Toastmasters to a
civic group, business association or
prospective new club! The show comes

Order your Membership and Exten
sion Slide Presentation (376) today.
Each set is SI5.00, plus 15% postage
and handling. California clubs add 6%
sales tax. (Please include club and

district number with each order.)

lest share of the rewards of life —

and act as we desire is the very

wt necessarily people of physical

essence of our existence. It is the

MOVING?

less. There are individuals who

balance wheel that gives stability not
only to our entire economic system,

If so, we'll need your change of address.

1 learned the art of persuading
s to think and act as they desire,
an art which each of us can

And yet, in spite of the fact that the

3p if only we are willing to study

extent to which we cause others to

in basic principles and put them
ise. To live successfully we must

Please give us your old address as well as
your new by attaching an address label from

but to life itself.

a recent issue of THE TOASTMASTER in the

space shown.

think, believe and act as we desire

affects our lives more than any other
single quality we possess, only a very

few of us give this matter any great
}ff Robert is certainly no stranger
ose Toastmasters who were in

mto for last year's /nfernafiona/
ention. The 1972 recipient of TI's
?n Gavel Award, he has well
td the reputation as the"Number

'speaker in America in thefield of
Bn engineering and motivation,

ithe author ofseveral books,over
dozen inspirafiona/ records and is
sjuenf contributor to The Toast-

amount of study or consideration.
The Basic Formula

I shall give you a very simple threestep formula, which, if followed, will
enable you to accomplish this. Study
this process carefully and practice it. If

This article is not written for only
those who make their livelihood selling

>- O

o tz

products or services. We have books
upon books which gives dozens of

2So.

interest, confidence, persuasion and
action" method. We read of the

business conventions and con

man engineering.
U978

oo
<

c=o

entfor many of the nation's out-

ed over 100 seminars in the field

SS
s ce
O3

sales formulae — "the attention,

ding companies. During the past

CO Q

changed overnight.

hcted courses in persona/ devel-

"make-the-point, pose-the-problem,
offer - the • solution • and - appeal - for immediate-decision" methods. I am

not belittling any of the many patterns

R ."5

CO
LU

CO C

you master it your entire life can be

Sr. For over 20 years he has

ral years, he has spoken to over

3CO
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Mall this to;
Toastmasters International

220Q N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana, CA 92711

Continued on page 28
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While there's no truth to the rumor that Murph\;'s Law was passed
expressly/ to test today's up-and-coming speaker, it is a
good idea for you to be prepared for the things that can go wrong.

Beware of

Murphy's Law!
by Barney Kingston, ATM

You all know Murphy's Law. In

exorably, whatever you do, anything
that can go wrong most assuredly will.
As neophyte speakers, it is well to
be prepared for the things that can go
wrong. After all, it's probably a good
bet that Murphy's Law was passed
expressly to test the courage — and
endurance — of the up-and-coming
speaker. So let's examine some of the
problems — and solutions — for

present' and 'your future.' Because all
the speakers tonight cut into my time,
I see that I have time enough only for
'your past'and possibly'your present.'
But if I end the talk at 10 p.m.,I'll never
get to 'your future,' which was the

main purpose of my talk tonight. So I'd
like to see a show of hands. All those

who want me to end my talk at 10 p.m.

and leave after talking about your past
and your present, but skipping your

In one of our earlier conversations,the

promoter told me I would be the
principle speaker; while everybody
else had five to ten minutes, my time
was budgeted at 45.
The affair started at8 p.m.,and they
wanted to end at 10 p.m. on the dot.
Unfortunately, there were a lot of
windbags that night and practically
none of them stuck to their allotted

times. As I stepped to the lectern, I
noticed it was 9:40, which meant I had
20 minutes to give a talk that I had
timed for 45. It was then that I made up
my mind that there was no way 1 could
stick to the schedule.

On being introduced, I said,"Ladies
and gentlemen, I was invited to speak
to your group three months ago. At
the time I was told I could speak for 45
minutes. I was asked to speak on the
subject, 'Your Future Is What You
Make It.' I have divided my talk into
three sections: 'your past,' 'your
24

name or the wrong speech title,
amateur speaker will pay no atten
to this. He will just get up and sta'
speaking on the scheduled subjects
nothing had happened. (Besides,
doesn't want to embarrass the To^

master of the evening!) But the s(s

Then I asked,"All those who want me

You are doing the Toastmaster,
audience and yourself no favors by
correcting a wrong introduction.If
are talking on the subject, "How

I What You Make It,' raise your

"Your Future Is What You Make It."

will be introduced with the wn

soned veteran knows better!

speakers as they make their way
through the clubs, auditoriums and

to a group of salesmen on the subject,

Watch That Introduction

Sooner or later(mostly sooner)

raise your hands."(There were none.)
to give the complete talk,'Your Future

Your Time Is Up!
A few years ago 1 was invited to talk

was invited back to give the same tafil

future —the reason I came here —

various situations that can often haunt

lecterns of the land.

ing ovation ... and I understand bj

hands." It was virtually unanimous
that I go beyond the 10 p.m. deadline.
What's the solution? If a similar

situation arises, and the chances are

good you may never be invited to
speak to that same audience, don't
hesitate to go over the head of the
promoter. The audience came to hear
your talk;don't disappoint them.Place
the onus where it belongs — on the
promoters of the affair for not being
able to get the other speakers to stick
to the time limit.

It is impossible to condense a 45minute talk to 20 minutes, especially
on the spur of the moment! And if you
try, you're sure to disappoint every
body, including yourself. I have seen a
speaker in a similar situation say, "I
see we're running late. It's been a long
evening and you've heard eight speak
ers. I was supposed to start at 9 p.m.
and 1 see it is now 10:50. So I'll do you a
favor and say thanks for inviting me to
speak before this enthusiastic group.
But because of the lateness of the hour

and the miserable weather outside, I'll
wish you all safe driving and hope
you'll invite me back when we'll have
more time!" That speaker got a stand

Cut Your Insurance Costs in Hd
and the Toastmaster announces

subject as, "Burial Insurance li
Great Buy," obviously referring tofri
speech after yours, it makes no

to go into your talk as though not
had happened. In addition, since
affairs of this nature provide
audience with a program of subja
and speakers, going on withy
speech even though the wrong tiii
has been announced will only co:

your audience.

|

What's the solution? Try to tun
negative into a positive. In suclt
situation you might say,"I wanty
know when 1 agreed to talk on

subject,'How to Cut Your Insura|
Costs in Half,' I wasn't thinking
burial insurance being the answi
Correct the incorrect title of

talk immediately and be sure to

the subject of your talk in the prO'
If your name happens to be
Jones and you are introduced as
Smith, be sure to set the audi
right about your name.Perhaps
thing like,"My name is Dick Jones,
but if you give me the same reci
THE TOASTmS

the end of my talk that you gave
!te Smith, you'll make me happy." A

terrific. Would you please visit us a
couple weeks from today, on a Satur
day, around 10 a.m., and let the

sembly hall which could easily hold 500

program committee hear an outline of

ably eased as you take your place up

your talk?

on the podium and see the 15 mem

You're thrilled at the opportunity to
stand under the spotlight of your first

bers of the committee below. Your 15-

Somewhere in your Toastmasters

main event, so you labor night after

tecr will come the exciting moment

night to whip up the all-important
outline. Since headquarters for Good
Samaritans, Inc., is in Madison (about

ovation. "Barney," the director of
programming says, "you really know

eaker who is more concerned with
cToastmaster's embarrassment

an he is in correcting such a slip is
und to fumble his way to disaster.
Amateur or Pro?

en an organization will extend an

itation to be their principle speaker!
I, the thrill of it ail! This is your big
iment. Just imagine having hunidsof people paying $10 to see you

stitwas all worth it. You're ready for

Bbig time.

The director of programming writes
ualetter and suggests you speak on
8 subject, "Man Does Not Live By
ead Alone." He says you can speak

(toan hour, adding that he's inviting

u because a mutual friend, Harry
faiont, who is president of Good

maritans Inc., heard you speak on a

i^r subject and says you would be
WL !S78

minute outline is met with a standing
how to move people. I'm sure you'll be

250 miles away) and the weather

outlook calls for a blizzard, you decide
to take off early Friday evening.

lot of talk about the worthy purpose of

■^11/

\\l/

Somehow you make it, but just barely.
Snow conditions are so bad you
decide to spend the night at a motel on
the edge of town. Bright and early

Saturday morning you wake up and
the blizzard is all but forgotten as you
ask for directions. Luckily, it's only six
miles from the motel, so you allow a
good hour for skidding and wheel
spinning through ten inches of the
white stuff. But, you rationalize, the
warm and enthusiastic greeting you'll
receive from the program director and
the committee will surely make it all
worthwhile.

the affair, he gets up and shakes your

>

if

rospect, your thoughts flash to all
stalks you gave before all sorts of
ivice organizations, and you realize

people, but the pressure is consider

a big success."
He invites you into his office. After a

\l^
"W

t the main eventer — speak. In

You are taken to a mammoth as

hand with gusto. "We're looking
forward to seeing you — exactly two
weeks from today." As a sort of after
thought he says, "By the way,I forgot
to mention, we want you and your wife
to be our guests for dinner."
Guests for dinner?

When you don't express your joy at

these glad tidings your host inquires if
there is a problem. You say that you
hope he won't be offended, but you felt

you should have at least $250 for your
expenses and compensation for all the
effort you had put into the hour's talk.

The director of programming looks
25

as if he had caught you with your
hands in the church's poor box.
"Mr. Kingston, I'm sorry to have
you take such a commercial attitude. I
thought you were a member of a non

profit organization, and that Toastmasters were considered amateurs."

You tell him you are not speaking as
a Toastmaster, or as a member of the
organization, but as an individual. You
also remind your host that there is no
such thing as an "amateur" or "pro
fessional" in the speaker's league.
And, you say, you felt that since he
was charging admission to the affair
you had a right to expect a reasonable
fee. When he tells you he is going to
contact Toastmasters international's

World Headquarters to see if they
approve of one of their members
accepting money for speaking engage

ments, you tell him you were so
disgusted at his attitude that you
wouldn't speak at his affair for $500!
What's the solution? If you're giving
a major talk before an audience that
has paid to get in, you're entitled to
compensation. The only difference
between a pro and an amateur is the
guy who has confidence in his ability to
ask for money!
Expect a Crash!
If you have a desire to accept major
speech engagements, you must be
prepared for the inevitable. Almost
any time you speak a waiter is bound

to drop a tray, a tipsy member of the
audience is sure to heckle you, or

something will go wrong with the
sound system. Unless you are pre
pared for every emergency, there's a
good chance your speaking career
may be ended at that very moment.
When a waiter drops a tray, don't
keep talking as though nothing has
happened; something did happen.
You've lost your audience, for the
moment at least, and unless you get

them back on the track quickly your
talk could wind up as second fiddle to a
memorable crash.

What can you do? The best thing to
do after such a crash is to stop talking,
smile, and only after you have the

nuisance of himself you might stop for
a moment and say, "I can't hear you.
Will you stand up and speak louder so
everybody can see how clever you
are." 1 heard Jack E. Leonard, the late
comedian, make such a retort to a

drunk once at Chicago's famed night
club, Mister Kelly's. It not only stopped
the heckler cold, but won a wild round
of applause. Just remember: The
audience is with you in such a situa
tion, and if you don't stop the drunk he
could ruin your talk completely.
Finally, if you are in a large room or
hall and the PA system goes off
suddenly (and this happens all too
often), don't panic. Step away from
the microphone, get closer to the
audience (if you can)and call attention
to the obvious. "You probably know
the PA system conked out. Maybe my
voice was too loud and somebody who
couldn't sleep turned it off. But the
show must go on! If you can't hear me
just watch my lips — you won't miss
anything anyway." And speak as
though nothing happened — but
speak slower, articulate your words
more and, above all, speak in a natural
voice. If people have to make an effort
to hear you, chances are they'll get
more out of your talk!
What's the solution? Practice these

situations in your own Toastmasters
club. After all, there's nothing like
being prepared!
Where Did They Go?
A few years ago 1 was invited to talk
before a group in a large Midwest city.
Everything was spelled out in advance
in a phone call by the chairman of the
program. As 1 had two months to
prepare myself, there was no problem
with the talk.

When the big day came 1 drove the
250 miles or so to the place where 1
was supposed to talk — a gymnasium.
I was thrilled when I saw the great
many flags, the red, white and blue
bunting, and the great number of
welcome signs. But 1 knew something
was wrong when I noticed the guy they
were welcoming was not me! It turned
out to be a POW from the area who

thing along these lines; "I had hopes

was being honored. In the excitement
of the event, nobody from the organi

my talk would be well received tonight,

zation bothered to tell me that there

attention of the audience, say some

but I had no idea it would be such a

had been a change of plans and my

smash!" You'll get a great hand from
the audience because many in the
crowd appreciate the problem in such

talk was off!

a situation.

Similarly, when a drunk is making a
26

What's the solution? Since that

happened to me I've solved the prob
lem quite neatly. Whenever I am
extended an invitation to speak I ask

the program chairman to confi
everything in a letter — to include
time, day, place, and his home
business phone. Then, a day or
before I'm scheduled to speak,I cal
confirm that everything is still on.
Know Your Audience

About ten years ago 1 worked
hilarious 30-minute talk, "Seven
Ways to Outwit Your Wife."
frankly, while it wasn't filthy, it was
bit on the risque side in spots,
must admit that 1 didn't get that
laughs with it, for some reason
thought it was funny as the dicki
and used to almost choke on my
cleverness. That's why I thou'
everybody would surely love to
this masterpiece.
In any case, somebody from
district's speakers bureau gave
name to a program director. HeasI
if 1 would like to address some sort

Sunday Evening Club of young
pie. Naturally, 1 cheerfully accepted
even though there was no money in

1 drove up to the address given and
turned out to be a large church!
when 1 began to have some doul
I had even more when, after
introduced, there was no applai
Being a funny man, I acknowli
the lack of a greeting with my
"What, no applause?" While
manage to get afew titters of appn
tion at the start, when I got to
ribald part of the talk 1 noto
decided drop in the temperature,
by this time, wrapped up in my
cleverness and chuckling at wl
imagined was humor, 1 wasn't
conscious of the fact that most of

were not only sitting on their h
but were also hurling rather grimli
my way.

Finally, when 1 sat down to afe
mendous round of silence the Toe

master said, "It is a policy oil
Sunday Evening Club to giveappb
at the end of the talk ... when t

deserved." At the time I thought
guy a pompous buzzard, butak
hours later when I had cooled offj

did some thinking 1 realized I desew
what 1 got.
What's the so/ution.^ Always fityo
talk to the audience. What mightba
big success at Dinty's Bar might nol
as big a hit with the Ladies' Sew
Society. So use some common seis
and avoid the risque!
Make Sure It Works!

One time in my Toastmastersdi
THE TOASTm

^ving a contest speech entitled,

So beware of Murphy's Law!Recog

ses of the Mind." In order to get

Barney Kingston, ATM, is merchan

land attention at the start, 1 had

nize the fact that whenever you're
speaking — whatever you're saying —

den cross made and had satu-

anything that can conceivably go

tunity Magazine. A member of the
Speakers Forum Club 371-30 in

|it with gasoline. I anchored the

wrong probably will.

dizing director for Salesman's Oppor

^in a metal stand and placed it on

Public speaking can be fun . .. if you

Chfcago, Illinois, Mr. Kingston is a

pall table a few feet from the
1. At the proper cue I had one

prepare for whatever Murphy's Law

frequent contributor to The Toast-

deals out! ■

master.

iiin the back of the room turn off
hts while another in front lit the

.As 1 started to say,"What kind
does a coward bear who has

ar a white hood and let a flaming
speak for him in the dead of

P' the cross was lit and flames
to the ceiling, scaring the wits out

The Idea Comer

erybody in the front rows of

[oday, nobody remembers what I

The Regionals: A Great Learning Experience

1 that night, but several Toast-

This month, we'd like to deviate a little from the usual format of The Idea

llers who were there still kid me

Corner to let you know about something that will be going on this June that
could be of great interest, and great value, to all of you — the June Regional

my attention-getting gimmick,

Ithe speech that also went up in
iremember another situation that

Conferences.

What exactly is a Regional Conference? To begin with, all districts in the
United States and Canada are divided into eight geographic regions. Each

red in our club about 15 years

year, one district from each region is chosen on an alternate basis to serve

5,We had a fellow with a soft voice

as host for the June meeting. While these meetings are of great importance
to club, area and district officers (because of the officer training sessions
conducted there), they are also of great benefit to YOU!
The June Regionals provide you with a unique learning experience — one
of the finest that Toastmasters has to offer. They offer you a rare
opportunity to meet with other Toastmasters in your district and region to
discuss common problems or successes, to share ideas on club
programming or speaking techniques, and to participate in a variety of fine
educational programs designed to enrich and enhance your Toastmasters
experience (see your district officers for the dates of the "open"educational

was always being criticized for
fing everybody to sleep. Hisevalu-

kept telling him,"Bob, you need
:attention at the start! If you lose

audience at the beginning they'll
through the rest of your talk."
one unforgettable evening as
>was introduced, he stepped up to
llectern, whipped out a monstrous
liver, pointed it at the audience

shouted, "Nobody's gonna sleep
ring my talk tonight!" And he
2d the trigger!
icre was a loud bang and every-

dropped to the floor — hoping
)dy had been killed. Fortunately
all of us, the bullets were blanks.

Bob got the attention he wanted!
ifact, many years later during an oldbanquet several of us kidded
ob about the great success of his
opening, Everybody laughed; we all
remembered the gun being fired to get
jtiention. But nobody could remem— not even Bob — a single word
jrihought of the speech. Not even the

sessions).

You'll be given a chance to hear some of the finest speakers in the
Toastmasters organization as representatives from your region's districts
vie for the opportunity to represent you in the International competition in
August. In addition, you'll participate in the selection of your region's
International Director candidates,and be given the opportunity to meet and
talk with representatives from your Board of Directors and World
Headquarters management team.

Use the easy guide below to determine when and where your Regional is
going to be held, mark it on your calendar, and become part of one of the

finest learning programs Toastmasters has to offer ... the June Regionals!
• Region 1 — June 9-10; Hilton Inn;Oakland,California(Host District:57)
• Region 2 — June 23-24; Griswold's Inn; Claremont, California (Host
District: Founder's)

• Region 3 — June 2-3; Four Seasons; Colorado Springs, Colorado
(Host District: 26)

• Region 4 — June 16-17; Holiday Inn; Fargo, North Dakota (Host

"!e.

District: 20)

IVhat's the solution? First, make
sjre your exhibit or gimmick works,
kirmake sure it is not contrived to get

District: 35)
• Region 6 — June 23-24; Christopher Inn; Columbus, Ohio (Host

atiention for attention's sake.Second-

District: 40)

/, don't let your gimmick dominate

• Region 5 — June 9-10; Abbey Resort; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin(Host

• Region 7

June 16-17; Quality Inn; Washington, D.C. (Host Dis-

our talk to the extent that the only
bing memorable is the gimmick!

trict: 36)

me your impression with your

District: 14)
See you at the Regionals!

Bords — not with flames or bullets.

• Region 8

June 2-3; Jekyll Island Motel; Jekyll Island, Georgia(Host
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CONVENTION 78
Continued from page 23

controversies that arise among people

are caused not by differences of
of salesmanship we find in every
library today.

The three-step method which I offer

is as applicable to a proposal of
marriage, a request for a YWCA
donation, an invitation to play a game
of golf, or a request for a zoning
ordinance as it is to the sale of pots and
pans, insurance or a bicycle.
Before giving you this formula 1 ask

you to pause for a moment and ask
yourself two questions.
How many times during the last 24
hours have you made an effort to

persuade a person to think or act in a
certain way?

If you make your livelihood through
the sale of a product or service I am
sure the times are many, but regard
less of what are your endeavors in this
life I believe you will be surprised if you
consider how often in your dealings
with people you are called upon to

persuade, to convince and to sell your
ideas.

Second, is your approach made in

any organized pattern? Do you simply
voice your ideas or desire, or do you

present them so that they will be
considered carefully? If you simply
walk through life asking people to

Just how articulate are you? Are

you sure you are making your
thoughts clear to others? Don't be too
sure about it. A friend of mine recently

came to me in great distress. He had
just heard a playback over a tape
recorder of a speech he delivered at a
company meeting. He explained sor
rowfully that his audience had com

proach the field of communicatic'

Words are the fingers that mold]
mind of man. Furthermore,

mind is so much more pliable

our approach is direct and
nished. It does not respond to >

fusion. A confused mind hardensj
as cement does.

Since our first concern in thei

persuasion is to be sure we are i

stood, let's concentrate briefly ffli|
one point for a moment.

We can say practically the

thing in two different ways andj

pletely missed his message. He had

meanings are diametrically opp

been full of his subject matter and well
informed on his assignment, but he
had spoken as though his audience

vision," she would smile and!
complimented. However, if

knew as much about his subject
matter as did he. Consequently, his

to duck.

talk was full of blind spots of under

standing. It had needed many founda
tions of enlightenment and bridges of
explanation. His technical approach
had been far over the heads of his
listeners. Actually, his audience had
not failed to get his message. The
failure was on his part. He had not
presented his ideas properly — just
another example of a breakdown in

If I told a lady, "You are

she was a "sight," I had better pre

If I said to a lady,"When 1 iookj
your eyes, all time stands stil
probably would have made a
friend, if I really meant it. And]
told that same person that her'

would stop a clock," I assure yoJ
not a likely candidate for distinct
her opinion.

A young theological student
the Bishop if he were permitted top

communication.

while smoking.

The same holds true in individual
conversation. Remember this always.

right to pray regardless of what

state of disenchantment. You will be a

People are not persuaded by what we
say, but rather by what they under

are doing."
Another student asked theBish

creature of circumstances, not a

stand. How often, in trying to impress

he were permitted to smoke \

people, we only confuse them.
SimpHcity Is the Key
The great immortal creations in

praying.

think or act in a certain way, without
carefully planning your strategy or

even following a definite formula,
believe me, you will live in a constant

creator of circumstances. Things will
happen to you — you will not happen
to things. You will never be the cause;

you will cilways be the result. People
will be your problem, not your op
portunity.

But if you take the time and effort to
consider why people think and act as

they do — if you are willing to embrace
a three-step formula and use it on all
occasions — you will marvel at the
magic of life and how people react to
your persuasive powers with almost
hypnotic response.

Now for the three-step formula;
Arc You Understood?

First, be sure you are understood.
y

opinion or even inability to agree, but
rather by lack of understanding. If this
is true, think how much misunder
standing exists in our daily lives
regarding the simple process of mak
ing ourselves understood.

said grace over his introductio
Why do we forget the grandeure
greatness of simplicity when we|

This sounds simple and elementary,

doesn't it? And yet lawyers admit

today that over one half of all the
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literature and even in the Bible not

only have the brilliance of brevity but
also the dignity of simplicity. For
instance, the Lord's Prayer consists of
only 57 words, none more than two
syllables. The Declaration of Inde
pendence, which revolutionized the
thinking of the New World, can be
read by a fourth grader in less than five

The reply was,"Yes, my son.iti

The answer was,"Good grad

no, it would be highly sachlegioi
While words are the fingers
mold the mind of man, they stiEi

be the proper words,and never!
they must be simple words thatc
understood.

Yes, I repeat that our initii

proach to this vital subject of the
persuasion, which can affect out
so materially, is to be sure at ail

minutes. If Lincoln had started speak

that our listeners understand i

ing his Gettysburg Address in his
simpler words of splendor at the same
moment our usual present-day afterdinner speaker begins his oration,

that we are making ourselves d
Persuade Yourself
The second ingredient so nece

to complete the recipe for ca

Lincoln would be on his horse riding

others to think, believe and act

away into oratorical immortality be
fore our average speaker has even

desire is that we ourselves mud

think, believe and act in a like ma
THE TOASTMI

Icannot give that which we do not

je. We cannot be convincing unless
Ijcurselves, are first convinced. We
instill enthusiasm in others
iwe ourselves are enthusiastic,

ce asked the general manager of
I corporation how he selected a

jiforadifficult assignment. He said
({first of all he looked for a man who

I'm not concerned about the anxiety of
the owner to dispose of it or the need

more knowledge of the language.
The story was entitled, "The Ser

of the broker for acommission.Please

vant of the Kingdom."

be concerned about serving me and
solving my problem. If my problem is
solved, automatically the problem of

The king's cupbearer was walking in
a dense forest near the palace one day.
He was approached by a giant genie
who said,"You have been a good man
and I can give you one wish, but be

the owner and the broker will be
settled.

ate all the remaining qualities
ry for its accomplishment."

Remember, we can't prosper ex
cept in bringing prosperity to others.
We can't become rich except through
enriching others.
In order to convince a person, in
order to cause him to think, believe or

Enthusiasm over a project is highly

act in a certain way, we are not

igious — it spreads faster than a

required to pierce the circle he draws
around himself, or scale or break
down the wall of protection he builds.
If we are truly imbued with the spirit of

I convinced that the job could be

This quality," he continued, "will

ise. It is the acid test of all we do

itther it be joining in a project to
#t€n the Leaning Tower of Pisa,

ites. If we are gifted with such a
ity we should be thankful. If not,
should seek to acquire it.
so, when considering the art of
uasion let's remember that in

to successfully cause others to

,believe and act as we desire, not
must we communicate clearly
understandably, but above all else
ourselves must have a compulsive
ication to that which we are pre■ 19. We must be so full of belief
enthusiasm that it runs over the

and spills all over those we are
9 to convince. When this is

the contagious quality is sure to
effect.

And finally we approach the third
Ciiality so necessary to complete our
'Dimula for success in the field of
;«tsuasion.

Finding the Hot Button

If you are attempting to cause me to
beieve or act in a certain way, please
Kll me what it will do for me — how it

will serve my interests, not yours.
Unless you are bringing me some
benefit or solving some problem of
miiK, directly or indirectly, I am afraid
p will not find within me a responswe note, a vulnerable spot, a hot
button. Unless you can show some
advantage to me I am missing or some
baiefit to me I can enjoy, then regard
less of your enthusiasm I promise you I
M remain complacent.
If you ever attempt to sell me a
::ime, explain what it will do for me.
fill 1978

want the tables turned. In the future I

around him — and his circle or wall will

to open the door for him. When he
tried to serve the king, someone else
had taken his place. Regardless of how
hard he tried, he could do nothing for
anyone — everything was done for

service, if our greatest concern is his

interest, all we must do is to draw a
larger circle — build a larger wall

is one of man's noblest at-

Kingdom.' In the future I'd like for
people to wait on me and serve me for
a change. Yes, that's what I want — I

simply dissolve or crumble in our
larger protective structure.
A jellyfish cannot crush an oyster.
But, by surrounding it, all that is alive
of the oyster dissolves within the
jellyfish and the oyster is no more.

ing funds for a boys'camp,electing
This ability to believe and feel
ily, to merge ourselves into a great

The man thought for a while and
said, "All my life I have served others.
In fact, I'm known as the'Servant of the

want people to do for me."
The genie said,"Are you sure this is
what you want? My powers are limited
to granting only one wish."
"Yes, yes," was the eager reply.
Sure enough, when the man came

:aayor or selling a vacuum cleaner.It
controlled excitement.

careful before you make it because
you can have only one."

back to the castle there was a footman

If our motives are honorable, if our
prime concern is to perform some

him.

service for another, any resistance
which we encounter simply fades

The first month the newness of the

away and is erased by our dominant

experience amused him. The second
month it became irritating. Finally,
during the third month it became

concern for his welfare.

unbearable.

The Open Emotion
Many emotions can be faked and
camouflaged, but our sincere interest
in helping others is not one of them.
Unless our compulsion for service
exceeds our passion for gain — unless
the dollar we earn isjust a by-productof
the service we render, well, there are

So,he went back into the forest and
after much search found the genie.
He approached him thus, "I've
decided that having people wait on me
and do for me isn't as much pleasure
as 1 thought. I'd like to return to my
original station in life. Again, I want to
be the 'Servant of the Kingdom' and
do for other people."
The genie said,"I'm sorry but I can't
help you. 1 explained that I had the
power to grant only one wish."
The man said,"But you don't under
stand. I want to serve other people. I
find it is far more rewarding to do for

not going to be enough of those dollars

to make any difference anyway. Many
years ago I heard a man make a
statement that if our prime considera
tion in any endeavor is simply to make
money, dollars will slip through our
fingers as though we were trying to
pick up a handful of water. But, he
continued to say, that if our major
concern is to solve another's problem,

others than to have others do for me."

yard just to see what kind of fellow we

Again the genie said, shaking his
head, "I am without power to help
you."
In desperation the man begged,
"But you must help me — you must/

are.

Please let me do for others. I'd rather

pretty soon dollars would come

around and beg to play in our back

One of the greatest stories I ever

be in hell than not be able to serve my

read was one I found written in French.

fellow man!"

It was during college and we were
translating French stories. Today I am

sorrowfully,"Where do you think you

The genie, as he vanished, said

sure I couldn't order from a French

have been, my friend, for the last 90

menu, but at that time I had a little

days?" ■
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Hall of Fame
Ralph B. McKenzie

Ronald E. Rath

San Marcos 70-3, Chandler, AZ

Hawkeye 617-19, Cedar Rapids, lA

Nicholas S. Grippe
Camelback 1631-3, Phoenix, AZ

Capital 1412-19, Des Moines, lA

Edna M. Doley
Voice of Motorola 2083-3, Scottsdale, AZ

Bootstraps 2863-22, Kansas City, MO

Phyllis A. Quail
Tele Talk 3016-3, Phoenix, AZ

Craig A. Gude
Road Toasters 1761-24, Lincoln, NE

highest member recognition.

Peter N. Wegner
Roadrunners 3850-3, Tucson, AZ

E.C. Darlington
Mid-Cities 989-25, Hurst, CA

i

Raymond E. Brooks
Crownmasters 1133-4, San Francisco, CA

Ed Landgraf

West Valley Orators 107-4, San Jose, CA

W.R. Dodds
Mid-Cities 989-25, Hurst, CA

!
j

Tom Hawkes

Paul Bunyon 922 6, Brainerd, MN

King P. Ycc
Belmont 530-4, San Carlos, CA

Pikes Peak 3044-26, Colorado Springs, CO

Rex Davenport
Keystone 3139-16, Tulsa, OK

Richard S. Lawrence

DTM^
Congrafu/afions to these Toastmasters who
have received the Distinguished Toastmaster

certificate, Toastmasters International's

Frederick B. Weigel

Anchor 1110-36, Washington, D.C.
Plaza 3776-36, Hyattsville, MD
John E. Frank

Saturday Morning 2840-47, Jacksonville, FL
Kenneth E. Clinton

Jose Caspar 3668 47, Tampa, FL
Marcia A. Taylor
Tuesday Toasters 3004-63, Kingsport, TN
William H. Sanders, Jr.
West End 2661-66, Richmond, VA

Patrick J. Murray

have received the Able Toastmaster certificate
of achievement.
Donald E. Waller

Whittier Breakfast 3280-F, Whittier, CA

Lawrence V. Campbell
Bechtel 3589-F, Norwalk, CA
Jay L. Weight
Bechtel 3589-F, NorwzJk, CA
James O. Bass

Tustin 3733-F, Tustin, CA
Nello F. Scatena

Westchester 869-1, Los Angeles, CA
Clifford Kurtzweg

University 304-2, Seattle, WA

Northwood 1329-28, Pleasant Ridge, Ml

Wayne O. Hall
Pajaro Valley 2373-4, Watsonville, CA

Maumee Valley 1637-28, Toledo, OH

John A. Keith

Edward L. Pohlman

Chris A. Hiller

Vuma-Kofa 196-5, Yuma, CA

Maumee Valley 1637-28, Toledo, OH

Harvey E. Seibert

Garrald H. Howland

Convair 3745-5, San Diego, CA

John Barreto 3129-29, Ft. Walton Beach,E

Ronald V. Bardal

Archie Watt

Engineers 185-6, Minneapolis, MN

Chehalis-Centralia 1290-32, Chehalis, WA

Marvin E. Diers

Harry A. Drottz
McChord Star Lifter 1594-32, McChord AFB

Daybreakers 814-6, Edina, MN
Bill Stoller

Sundial 2586-7, Portland, OR

WA
John W.Packham

Daybreakers 3332-33, Westlake Village, CA

U.S. Bureau of Mines 2598-7, Albany, OR

Howard A. Linebaugh

Stanley A. Myrda
O'Fallon 994-8, O'FcdIon, IL

John R. Beatty

Capital City 2953-35, Madison, Wl

Harnischfeger 3895-35, Milwaukee, Wl
James D. Sheetz

McDonnell Douglas 2389-8, St. Louis, MO
John P. Rumph
Apple Capitol 1503-9, Wenatchee, WA

Congratulations to these Toostmosters who

Henry T. Mclntosh

Keith E. Gregoire
Los Habladores 1952-4, Sunnyvale, CA

Richard E. Siemens

ATM's

]

Gerald F. Weinberger
Gates 3413 26, Denver, CO

Yawn Patrol 1187-41, Sioux Falls, SO
Justin G. Ballou

Jerry A. Holloway

Bechtel 1771-4, San Francisco, CA

CSC 2561-36. Falls Church, VA
Manfred Szameit

Harold D. Klaassen

Logan K. Smith
Vigo 332-11, Terre Haute, IN

Edna K. Roistacher

Old Georgetown Road 1766-36, Bethesda,MLi
Linda L. Watkins

New Southwest 3314-36, Washington, D.C
Dr. Lloyd G. Herman
NIH 3421-36, Bethesda, MD

Glen P. Stout

Murat Shrine 1211-11, Indianapolis, IN

Harry L. Waldrop Jr.
310 North 2195-14, Atlanta, OA

David A. Roberts

Gold Mine 241-37, Concord/Kannapolis,NC
William R. Witzel

Blue Bell 397-38, Blue Bell, PA
Rosa M. Lane

New Frontier 3096-14, Atlanta, OA
W, Blair Walkington
Key 3723-15, Salt Uke City, UT
Vinson L. Cook

Capitol Hill 709-16, Oklahoma City, OK
Dominick J. Nunziato

Mid-Del 2257-16, Midwest City, OK

J. Theodore Meeker

I

Pottstown 826-38, Pottstown, PA
Gary B. Buell
Redding 197-39, Redding, CA
Jack White

Paradise 299-39, Par«idise, CA
Darwin G. Britzman

Sioux Falls 210-41, Sioux Falls, SD

Edmond Goldstein

Laurence F. Campbell
Westinghouse Friendship 1054-18, Baltimore,

Spacespeakers 1018-2, Kent, WA

MD

Sodak 224-41, Sioux Falls, SD

Augi Gustlllo Jr.

Alvin S. Mintzes

Edward J. Slater

Davis Monthan Saguaro 16-3, Tucson, AZ

Woodlawn-Security 2929-18, Baltimore, MD

Wascana 577-42, Regina, Sask., Can
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Warnick Jr.

1672^ I.I.'s Have It

3644-58 Metro

ireak 1033-44, Lubbock, TX

San Francisco, CA — Wed., 11:45 a.m.,
Industrial Indemnity Co., 255 California St.,

Greenville, SC — Thurs., 11:30 a.m., City HeJl,
Civil Defense Room,(242-1250). Sponsored by

ik A. Lansberry

lal Gassers 1875-44, Amarillo, TX

(986-3535). Sponsored by Crownmasters
11334.

k Landmark

Liberty 1365-58.
3320-60 Black Walnut

lard Oltourke

593-5 The Single Speakers
San Diego, CA — Sun.,6:30 p.m.. State Mutual
Savings & Loan, 123 Camino de La Reina,

Kitchener-Waterloo, Ont., Can ~ Wed., 7:30
a.m., The Mutual Life of Canada, 227 King St.,
S., (888-2245). Sponsored by Kitchener-

Ihern Brookhaven 2413-46, Port

(280-6870). Sponsored by Federalcs 1823-5.

Waterloo 2432-60.

wbec Valley 1468-45, Augusta, ME

rson, NY
1940-9 Executives

Mr W. Tully

Spokane, WA — Mon., 7:00 a.m.. Gateway

Am 3333-46, International Airport, NY

Hotel, E. 923 Third,(535-4641).

bony J. Cimino

1177-11 The Courier-Journal and Times

Arthur Airport 3382-46, Islip, NY

Louisville, KY — Thurs., 11:30 a.m.. The

bm B. Smith

Courier-Journal and Times,525 W. Broadway,

nstown 3540-46, Morristown, NJ

(582-4711). Sponsored by Communicators

Anniversaries

1129-11.

des P. Rabaut Jr.

t Castle 1135-47, New Castle. IN

2933-23 Gallup

40 Years

Gallup, NM — Thurs., 7:30 p.m., Holiday Inn,
W.66 Highway,(722-4133). Sponsored by

Inglewood 114-1, Inglewood, CA

eph A. Alfred

Am Management 1652-47, Miami, PL

Sandia 765-23.

KD C. Tarjan

la Park 3674-47, Winter Park, FL
nlD. Smith

Ite Beach 3921-47, Satellite Beach, FL
kert B. Graham

Shafter 248-49, Honolulu, HI
die Young

Shafter 248-49, Honolulu, HI
Mge M. Stockford

hank 125-52, Burbank, CA
hard P. Reilly
tol 3153-53, Bristol, CT
les D. Montoya

Chula Vista 108-5, Chula Vista, CA
30 Years

trial Polk 3101-47, Winter Haven, FL
lold A. Lanigan

Everett 117-2, Everett, WA

1513-26 KCD

Windsor, CO
Mon., 4:45 p.m., Tlte Fire
House Restaurant, (686-7611, ext. 2856).
Sponsored by Fort Collins 375-26.
3504-31 AMMRC

Watertown, MA — Wed., 12:00 noon. Army
Materials & Mechanics Research Center,
Arsenal St.,(923-3564). Sponsored by

Shrincrs 590-6, St, Paul, MN
Dice 595-7, Portland, OR

Fort Dodge 597-19, Fort Dodge, lA
Crookston 600-20, Crookston, MN

Diablo 598-57, Walnut Creek, CA

Cavalier 596-^, Hampton, VA
25 Years

Downtowners 2713-2, Seattle, WA

Raytheon, Equipment Division 2621-31.

Santa Cruz 150-4, Santa Cruz, CA

1088-32 Trident

Plus-Factor 1229-8, St. Louis, MO
Frsmkfort 2712-11, Frankfort, IN

Bremerton, WA — Wed., 11:30 a.m., Mentor
Bldg., 5610 Kitsap Way,(373-5673 or 478-3477).
Sponsored by Bremerton 63-32.
1816-35 Speakez's

St. Marys 1309-13, St. Marys, PA
Ertez 2705-13, Erie, PA

Richardson Evening 2690-25, Richardson,
TX

Rinley 467-54, Champaign, IL

Kohler, WI — Fri., 12:00 noon, Kohler Co.,
Training Room 2,(457-4441). Sponsored by

ity P. Beck

Toastmastcrs 57 1758-35.

Trinity 1123-32, Tacoma, WA
Jenkintown 2684-38, Jenkintown, PA

tk H. Wooten

77-36 Crown of Laurel

M 2145-56, San Antonio, TX

Worthington 1028-40, Columbus, OH
Triangle 1223-40, Covington, KY
The V Toastmasters Club 2478-42,

Beltsville/Laurel, MD — Tues., 7:00 p.m.,
Prince George's County Memorial Library,507

Edmonton, Alta., Can

Seventh St., (572-5362). Sponsored by

Orlando 1066-47, Orlando, FL

Agricultural Research Center 3039-36.

Teaspoon 2698-62, Newberry, MI
Fountain City 1266-63, Knoxville, TN

h Noon 505-56, Houston, TX

f. Wildasin

sdictus 3518-56, San Antonio, TX
leph L. Kimmel
Kord 2056-57, Concord, CA
ward Sotelo

1811-37 Albermarle

Albermarle, NC — Tues., 7:00 a.m.. Heart of
Albermarle Restaurant, South First St.,

Crystal Lake 2724-30, Crystal Lake, IL

Wall Street 2720-44, Midland, TX

Thursday Thirty 1530-63, Chattanooga, TN
Speakeasies 2750-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can

re Island Supervisors 2839-57, Vallejo, CA

(982-8119). Sponsored by Gold Mine 241-37.

15 Years

teil T. Anderson

325540 Mound

Pacifica P.M. 1618-4, Pacifica, CA

bn 1355-58. Aiken, SC

Miamisburg,OH — Tues., 4:45 p.m., Monsanto
Research Corp., Mound Facility, (866-7444).

Scottish Rite 943-6, Minneapolis, MN

(hard D. Berkland

tk 112040-58, Rock Hill, SC

SpKJnsored by Dayton 40540 and Down

Sleeping Giants 1296-26,Steamboat Springs,

Towners 747-40.

CA

iKrMcAllan

Im 3419-60, Mississauga, Ont., Can

1667-47 Temple Terrace

■ D. Ingerham

Temple Terrace, FL — Tues., 7:00 p.m.,
Frisch's Big Boy Restaurant, 6945 N. 56th,
(681-3454). Sponsored by Jose Caspar 3668-47.

(Shall 868-62, Marshall, MI

1548-56 Vet-Set

Houston, TX — Wed., 11:20 a.m., Veterans
Administration,2515 Murworth St.,(226-5131).

lew Cubs

2556-56 SheU

Deer Park, TX — Tues., 11:30 a.m., Shell Oil

Co., DPMC,(476-7398). Sponsored by
Daybreakers 839-56.
r Speaker Seekers

sAna, CA — Tues., 12:00 noon. Orange

579-57 Valle Nogales

Walnut Creek, CA — Tues.,4:15 p.m.,Safeway

(Assoc. Retarded Citizens, 2(W2 W.

Stores, Inc., 2800 Ygnacio Valley Rd.,

ut St., {835-3511).

(9444494).

Early Razors 3311-22, Hutchinson, KS

Outer Banks 2847-37, Manteo, NC
Holmdel Speakers 1849-46, Holmdel, NJ
Morristown 3540-46, Morristown, NJ
Harbor City 3042-47, Melbourne, FL
Auckland 3593-72, Auckland, NZ
10 Years

Tartan 162-6, St. Paul, MN
Panorama 1373-9, Kettle Falls, WA
Keystone 3139-16, Tulsa, OK
Breakfast Forum 1897-17, Missouia, MT

DESEAA 2240-18, Wilmington, DE
Raytheon, Equipment Division 2621-31,
Waltham, MA

John F. Kennedy Center for Specieil
Warfare 3825-37, Ft. Bragg. NC
East Memphis 2233-43, Memphis, TN
Tulia 129-44, Tulia, TX
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Rally Pack Includes
Eight Cassettes
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NOW! HOLD YOUR OWN

nVE THINKING RALLY ANY
IKF.IN THE QUIET AND PR

OF YOUR HOME
OR OFFICE
at POSITIVE THINKING RALLIES by these great men hat

POSITIVE THINKING RALLIES Personal Rally Pack in
cludes live speeches before packed-house audiences,
Eiqht qreat motivational/inspirational speakers tell listeners
how to make decisions that can change their lives for the
better - immediately! Each cassette tape captures the wit
and wisdom of the speaker as well as the enthusiastic
audience reaction. Each time you listen you are there, at
the rally living the experience over and over until the
words and ideas begin to take hold in your daily life.

Combine POSITIVE THINKING PRINCIPLES with FREE

ENTERPRISE EFFORT and watch good things happen to

helped many. Now they are yours to analyze and use aif

time you like, in the privacy of your own home or ottK
The eight cassettes in this Rally Pack include; Pi

Harvey, Art Linkletter, Earl Nightingale, Bob Conk!
Cavett Robert, Ira Hayes, Dr. Robert Schuller, Don Huts
and Zig Ziglar. Use their ideas and suggestions to char
your life for the better. Become better organized, m
productive, happier and more successful.
Y
POSITIVE THINKING RALLIES PERSONAL RALLY PA
TODAY!

you, your family, your business associates. The speeches

COMPLETE PERSONAL RALLY PACK

El

5S

CONTAINING 8 CASSETTES RECORDED LIVE
AT A POSITIVE THINKING RALLY ONLY *45.01)
Call Toil-Free to place your order 1 -800-238-5879

""hUMANEERING,inc.5802 Raleigh LaGrange Road Memphis,Tennessee 38134

